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PHO TO BY POP RARR FTT 
DR. JESSE A. DEFRANCE 
Anthony Caranci ( r) representing the New England Golf Course Superintendent 
Association presenting Dr. Jesse A. Defrance a pl aque in appreciation for his outstand-
ing work in the field of fine turf. 
The Stockbridge School Turf Management Club also considers it an honor to dedi-
cate the 1960 Turf Clipping to Dr. Defrance. 
PHOTO BY POP BARRETT 
KARNIG OVIAN RECIPIENT OF G.C.S.A. SCHOLARSHIP AW ARD 
Dr. Gene C. Nutter, Executive Director of the Golf Course Superintendents' As-
sociation and Editor of the Golf Course Reporter presenting Karnig Ovian, Stockbridge 
Turf Senior, with the G.C.S.A. scholarship certificate for outstanding achievements in 
the study of fine turf. . 
We are very proud that Karnig was awarded this scholarship, because he is the 
first recipient of this award. 
After graduating in June of 1960, Karnig will be the new Superintendent at the 
Highland Golf Club in Shelton, Conn. 
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AFFECTING GOLF COURSE DESIGN 
Geoffrey ' S. Cornish 
Golf Course Architect 
·. _. When taure,nce' Tltomp~on ask'ed ; 'rii~ to prepare 'art article 
for . TURF . cttPPINGS. on dev·elopmenH i'n the ' ias't ·quarter 
century .that have influenced :cou·rse '·design; ·I thought' I 
had an easy assignment. Further cotitemplatlon·, however, 
convinced me that a book would be necessary to do justice 
to· all · fac·tors involved. · Aceordingly · I am listing five 
· developments ·only and dis~ussing ·t;heir imp1ications 
. . ~r~eOy.. . . .. ... . · · .. ,; · . • .. ·· · · · · · · 
. ·'. ,· 
. l. SIGH COURSE-MAlNTfillANCE STANDAR]! . 
· H'igher standards brought about by superintendents are 
apparent to all of us who were around golf courses twenty-
f ive yearS' ago. ··· FoT· example;- refinement · of ·roughs has proven 
to be the greatest boon of all . to both high ... handicap players 
and newcomers to the game; · But less rugged grass roughs 
m~l<,e .. it: necessary for. ar.chitects to drea.m up other nightmares 
·for 'low-qandicap pl~yers. · To this end, fraps 'and· ·other haz-
ards such as water are so 'placed, that they 'can •catch the long 
hitter . who is ~i,ld, l!ut do .not 'trouble either . the 'accurate or 
the sho~ ~ p la.yer. .. 
2. HEAV!ER P!.AY 
The most . e~luSive country 'clubs are experiencing heavier 
play~ while the increase on f~e-:type cdu·rses ''is a veritable 
tidal wave~· ~n th~a regard it is notewotthy that architects 
' in ' orierit.at~ng :holes today .have to consi der the .rising sun, 
whereas until a few years ·ago only the setting sun was of 
significance. · ·· · · 
Severai years ago I wrote an article for GOLFDqtl in 
which I stated an .18-hole 'club' could· comfortably accommodate 
400 adult · male playing · membe.ts 'plus , othe r classes of member-
ship. But several new clubs · with which I am nmi-.wor king 
are iimit ing . fB.mily membetship to 300 or less ." This is 
beca\i.se . t he average me:;nber' is playing . two or thre·e times 
as many r .ounds a s~ason, as he ' d'id, f~rme::.ly • . 
A fundamen.tal .of gblf-·cot.lrse archi.tecture :is to make 
a course re'ia.t.iveiy ' easy fo'r. t9e · h:i.gh•1urndicap player and 
yet testing for. th~ lciw-.~aridicap man. .• This in itself speeds 
·up play, but "the net eff'.ect on sp e~d of play is insignifi-
cant ·. in . reiation . to 'the : numbers' who wou l d play if more 
facilities were· available."'. It :ls furidam-erital too that haz-
ards .tha.t '. h9ld up , pliy · u'nd\lly shclr> ld be eliminated·. But in 
s'treamliriing course's there, i&', danger of making race .tracks 
out of them. Hence ' to a'ssUit i .n handli'rtg the ihcreased 
traf'fic ·archi'~ec'ts can c:ontribu·te .most by promoting ,new 
facilities, ·. · · 
-1-
. , : •.•• ;- ,j. 
3. MECHANICS ..Qf... THE GAME AND P.!£!1.ING EQUIPMENT 
Bob ,Grant of Bolton and I watched Paul Harney test 
sever.al boles we had· rec·ently completed at Bob's course. 
We were amazed to see him reach an elevated green with his 
second shot on a hole measuring 590 yeards. 
It is true that Paul hits an astonishing long ball, but 
many leading eimateurs and professionals . are getting the ball 
farth~r and f~rther down the fairway. And, more and more, 
par ~· s a.re be:l..ng reached with a driver and a wec;lge. 
This play is influ'encing green design~ Nearly 1;11.l 
greens today are of the raised sculp'tured type .rattier than 
the £.lat olde~ type which blended into the fairway, thus 
per.mitting a run-up shot. · Likewise, contouring o.f the 
approache.s is becoming increasingly important.. And large 
putting S\l.rfa~es are being designed to rcall for . . pu~ts as . 
long as 80 to 90feet ff the ' approach -shot has not been 
accurate.. . , : · 
When the Connecticut P.G,A. held their Pro~Am tourna-
ment ~t Crestview this ' past season~ only a handf-µl of the 
professionals · .scored lower than 80, · This was becai.,,se they 
were 3'!"putting Felix Ti1ompson 1·s large and lightning-fast 
rolling greens unless their ·approach shots had been dead 
to the pin. As one · reporter put it, "the rai.sed ;:ind con.-
toured greens took most of the professionals off into 
bogeyland". On the other hand, these same players with 
today's playing equipment and increased knowledge of the 
mechanics of the game can annihilate older layouts with 
smaller greens. 
4. HEAVY EARTH-MOVING EQUIPMENT 
Introduction of bulldozers,, scrapers, pans, draglines, 
clams, and other mechanical marvels has revolutionized golf· 
course construc~ion. · ln brief, ·· this equipment permits ar· 
chHects . . to. design more laVish and interesting courses and 
to nave them buii.t . for figures even lower thal). thos required 
· for more modest courses completed a few· decades ago. · ·· 
. . . ' 
5~ BETTER FARMS AVAILABLE ·FOR GOLF COURSES . . 
Heavy earth~moving equipment als·o allows .. u,s ,to , utiUze 
land on which it .would have been pr·ohibitive to con~t;i::uct a 
golf course before World War 11, · But in the ,last three or 
fo~r years ail through the North East bette;- ar:id b~tter land 
has become available ' .for golf purposes • . ·-lndeed as 'recently 
as 1952 only the roughest farm land was available .fo~ golf 
vnless .ve.ry high real estate prices were paid. But there is 
a revolution taking ptace in' agriculture .; .. and .nµmerous beauti-
ful dairy~ ·tobacco and pota'to farms are now. avd,labl;e ,for 
country clubs. The potato farm at Ellington that is Hartford's 
newest course, the Hart Farm at Simsbury, Lush Acres at Reho-
both, Knight Farm at North Kingston, R.I., Althea Farm at 
Sharon, and Andy Boy Market Gardens at Concord are just a few 
examples of Southern New England's most beautiful farm lands 
that are now being converted to Country Clubs. And the same 
phenomenon is taking place in other North Eastern States. 
"" .. ~ . 
It · i&_··~ncpura.gin3 to . no~e. · ~h.~t, t~is c.o•~ination !)f 
"'b.ett~r lai1d·,·. modern '3a,J."tp~-¢~ying .¢Ci~t~me~~~ '.;and ~ncreased jr 
. '" know-how ·is Affecting design ,in suc.h· a manner, that superior 
. ·golf ·cou~ses afe •the .. £~n~i. r~s~tt ,.' .. , ... · . ....... ·· , ,. :. . .. 
• • : .' . • • J • 
. . - ~ - ~ · -: ' :~ -~ ; ; . - ~. ·) ._ .. : ~ ,·. ; ·. 
' :. .~ ; ; I : : .. ·~ ~ . "' .. 
. '.,,. · .. 
• • • ~ • ~ , t ,' ., , , t I ,'; • ~ ~ • 1 
" · " ·FROM THE .EDITOR 
• • ' ~ I .. .,,_ • .; 1 .' ' ; ' 
.,.: . •' .· ., . 
...... ..... : .. ... .. .. . . ~ · . . 
; · ... .. ._ . . ·The- -~ov(!r'. f~.r the., isfoo, T.µrf :, Clippt.~gs· · f'eatufe'a· golf 
.. twrf. We .f~el. : ,t.hat ,tbis·· ;P:Ubli~a.t':l.On ~ill lielp :th~ ·s~per• 
.' , . ·i'tlt~dent .-k~ep ,µp ~Q dat.e'. pn.,:th~. eve'r 'c;:hanging. ideas,. 
· · exper'.il1lents 11:!-~d ,~eC:huique: ;".o'f .tur.fgrass ·man~g.e..mel)t: . · 
. . ' . . . : . . . . . .. ~ . . . 
•• .• · .-- :J • . • ·: • 
. 1:urt citpptnss has· grown .·in · stze ~inc'e the _·uis"t. 
publication. Consequently the expenses of the' pubtication 
· -,.is an inc:r~~~ing · pr.qbl~·i Wit}\Qut the .financ.ial assistance 
' ! ~ '. fr.OIJl ·. the ::anpu~l : .tur~ .c~,nfei;-en~:e~ .'. ~he . '.size an~ qua~~ty; of 
the pub,lic&t~Q~ -wo\ll_c\ \l~ . imp~@!il~ble, We . hop.~. thi~ year 
the ~11dcl_es: wUl l\'lp . to .answer ~Q"~. of . .Y.o\lr ques'tions. 
w • . ·. • • • • • ... • •• •• .. • • 
. .· ~ . : ' . . ~ !· .. : . .; .! . . •, . ~ . . . • . ... · ~ ~ f. • : . ' . • • t ~ ~ . 
:·". · :. ;. l, wish to. than~ all those ind;lviduals wbose -contribu· 
tiqns .:of &l"ttcles. and. time make .the ·r;rurf Clippings Qf 1960 
" OUr.'· largest pubii~auo~· ·· A g:r~at"d~~i 'Qf cr~Cl~t. :~noµld go 
:-:. to .. Mr~. Joeeph.Tl;'oll, .f!Jho.)~as., l~~Qr~~ man);' houts.;~p the 
; ~ tittle, thtnglihto J?,ke. th~, : ~inal pu~Uca~i~n po~s:t~~e •. 
, ., · : :. . • .; f 
--........ -~-- .----~· ·:•.-:-··~~.--~""' :~ · ~ 
.... ·, 
' "· • t • • ,' ~ • ' . • • • ·. • ..: '. • · .•• . : . • • • t ~ 
. ': .. t 
. •' :, .. ·. ~ . , 
" 'i ·. ..- ·' . • j . • . .. . ' ~ • . . FIVE Y~ RESUi:~·s .. 
_Lar~y ~~mp~on. ( 60·)'. : ·. ·. · 
' ' ' " { I ' .I ,' : ~ • "i .• 
I ain ·~~~~ H~nry ' Ho~n, . ·th~ founde~ of the Turf Club 
five years,agq,,. ·.had.~ ~dea 9£ the- ,suc.~~~s thaf: . .would follow. 
: : . · We feel tb,at. it . is the pest and. most educat:I.. Q°i1al" clUb of 
, ;_any major' : not only at _$toc~~i«i~e,. · b~F :~*1 .~.he .'l'.!~iv,ersity. 
• : • ' ,' • • •• - • 'I. • ."" : · ~ • • • ' · .. • .. • • 
• · : . 1 : :1., .. ~ :'The SP~:l<ers, present , d"Qrif\g . . the., Win'ter. ~.~hool.'. M~etings 
'.. : : ,._ .ve.ry ., gr-~atiy, bU.J:· ble~d ha~oni!JUB~y W~th the'educ~t;onal 
. '·· end. .f,t:o~ tt-eett , ~to w:eek .. they r~nged from .a prominel\t~ . Super-
. int~ndeqt, ,tp. a.·:B.eed sai.eeman. ·or ~v~n .an· tn'sur.anceinan explain· 
. ' .: : . . .ing·.aspects,. ·~_ppU.c.ab.l~ t~. &~·lf. cour:se.~ ... .;- ' Th~. apea~efS for 
·1.. the cl\l.I? .. -~~ we:U scr_eened. a,qd .pick~d months in.'~dvance, 
.~ : ; .• ··~ ~~-: .. ~ : ~_ ·.The -~~.t~ng-s -a:r:e. al~ : w~l .. J~; a~te.14ed_. · ;· .. H • • · • 
. , .. . :.'wi.~h : ~d~~~~on .in. m.i~cJ~.1 th~ .. ~~.f, c~u~ · -~~u.ld .develop 
: ~nto~ the. ~:~,rop~st c.lub ; ~~ ~Jt.e . ~niver~ity .~~: y~a·i~ ~o come. 
' · . 
' . . 
·. · .. ·. ·. ·. : ..... ' 
. . • .. .. .. . 
.· 
• ·,, ~ f'. . : : . ? : .s_.·. :'. . • 
::· ; :i . . • .. \. , . 
.,. . :. -3- . 
. 1., 
. . ·. ·.·'." • . '. r · . 
··: . : ' . 
·.1• : . 
' : , . 
... . . ~ - .. 
' ~ . .. . . 
~ ... ~ ~ · 
... · .. 
·~ . . ., 
' : . . ~ . 
'·1 . • : , · _, 
I • ' .•: •• l •, 
, . 
. : ' ' . . ~-. ~ - ·' : . 
. Tµi:f Mapagement Club News · 
by 
Roger H. Barrett 
·.·: • • ·. j, 
' > -~ • • • 
' .... . .. 
. ,· - " · . .. 
The Turf Management Club. enrolled its largest ·memb~r­
ship ~~th a,tot'.al of twelve· senio:rs and 'fwenty.;;#ve freshmen 
for the 1959.·1960 .s.easol'l.: . Manycof the students are enrolled 
with more ._p~.ac ti~al experience, in the nianageuierit of fi1ie 
turf, than in .t~e, past years~ · · · 
President .~ .. - - ~ .- .. ~ .. - · - Samuel · Delmolino 
; ~ . ,. . 
Vice President . ~ · - - · 19 -. .. .·John Mulheatn · · 
Secretary • - • • - - .. - - Roger Barrett 
Treasurer .... ·-. - - - .. .. - - 'Everett Wood : . ( '. , . . . . . ' . . . . ~ . . 
' . ;: ' -~ . 
• ~ • ~ 1 
. L~uren~e·~.~mps,on ·was elected· to ·e«iit th~ "Turf 'Clippings" 
for' the 1960 Spring issue, Meetings were held ·during the 
1959-1960 season to prepare all necessary data to produce 
this helpful publication. 
Donald Bevilacqua, our : program· committee chairman, 
selected a fine group of educational speakers for m~eting 
with the winter scbool group• ··' 
Q.uest Speakers 
February 10, 1960 - • I<ayem Ovian 
. Superintendent, Woodm~re 
Woodmere, Long Island 
Subject: Business Management·· 
:- . '• 
; · '. 
Club, Irie • 
February 17. 1960 - - Richard McGahan 
Representative, Hart Seed Co. 
S1,1bject: Product of ·Seed 
.. 
.. ' 
February 24, 1960·- ~ 'Paul 0' Leary 
Superintendent, Equinox 
Manchester, Vermont 
Injury 
:~ ... . . 
Country Clpb,, 
Subject: Winter 
March 2, 1960 - - • - Paul Checkele 
Representative, The UpJohn Company 
Subject:. Turf Diseases 
Professor Lawrence S, Dickinson also spoke to the Winte~ 
School'· reviewing .the trends of golf course ·management in 
past years. 
Professor Joseph Troll was selected to be the advisor, 
of the Tut;f Management Club for the 1960-1961 season. This 
will be his' second consecutive year as advisor ; We feel ~nd._ . , 
I speak for th~ club to be very fortunate to 1have him as our 
advisor. 
·4-
I •.• 
From all appearances the Turf Management Club it 
getting stronger each year with the enlargement of each 
new class, The· purpo·sa· of '.tfie ! 'l'Uif ·:Miinagement Club ia 
multiple: 
1 .' '· . ' 
(1) To promote a better understanding of the funda-
mentals 0-f 'Agrc)'sto"logY.• :· ": ... ·' ·· · · · · 
(2) - ·to 'tecognize by · appropriate means, _th~: position 
: · ··of the ·golf c'autse· , s~pet·111t•endent; · :'. · · · ·· · 
'(3) · To tntroduc'e ·Stockbi-.tdse' ·freithirlen ·and ·wtntu · · 
School students to ·the .Unive;aity :eoulmurlitY and 
to further and better the knowledge of all those 
interested 'iri' :Fine . Turf... ':' '· · '. 
(4) To form a bond of common interest between the 
Turf ·Mana·geinent Club; 'the A1Umi1i of 't _he Stock-: 
bridge Turf Ma jots, and· the W:lnte·r .. ·School. 1 • ·• 
: ' . . .  . '.. ~ ~ . . . ~ . ~ . : . 
The two yea-r student·s' and the· eight week Winter·"' · 
. · . Schoo~ stu~ent.~ meet _weekly to discuss problems on fine 
" ·; .. ; ·tur:f_'. ·a'nd :many' suprfsingly .f:telpfur· sug8.e~ltfo~s ' were obt~ined 
· bom' both group.a'>" ' ~- •· · · " · ~ · ·· · · ., .. 
•• . . ••. .. .. .. . ' 1: . ... "; : :· ' ·.· : . · . ·' 
-----.... --------- .. ---·-· .. · .. ::.: .. ~ .... .;;.;.. .. . :~ . ' . 
. ... . :·: 
· ·· ' ".i:·Quote:a· 'ftom 19'60 ·sen11or•f · ·. 1· · 
·-.· .· .. · . -~ ~ : -.;) . . ' .: : . . 
.. , 
Dave Macora "Well our· big·gest' '·green· at ' Surprenant· 11 
27,000 square feet" 
' ... "· . " 
. . . .- ; •, .. _ . . . . . . . 
Karney Ovian "What did you get?" 
- ~ ;·,..' . . 'I:•\:,'°·· :~ · { f . ~ ~. 
· Larry Thompson ·' · "Di'd we· get that one Karney?" 
' ; t. . .. ' ~ ' . ~ . .. •' ' '. • . 
Sam Delmolino "Boy am I tired r:. :.. . · ·: · ·" 
Jim Diot'io ''M·d "I' 'mi'ss' much yesterday?~. . ··. .· . ' < . . 
• t , ' ' : · • ,' . ' ' ~ r ;' • • • I ' ·. ' 
Lanny Shaeffer "I still think &ew ·tork ·is a · bette~ State" 
Don Bevilacqua 111 thttik 1 ·bambed that" ~eset'•. . . · : :·. ·. 
:. ·. . ~ _\ . . . .. . ... . .. : " . , : , 
Roger Barrett ·. I•Them, damn · d:btpers sure pile . up fast" 
l I r ~· · ' • • • 
Andy Anaaldo ''Well - Why not?" 
\, . , . 
. ' • ; : 
• · . ! 
·Ron '1lolcomb · ·: ., · ;·"Ddes thl a. took· right to . you" 
•. J''. . ' • • . • I; 
Joe Zoppo 
· • , .> . ' ' •. 
. "Boy 1 'm sweating this one" 
! :-. : >' .. ' • •• ! ~ . . . ' . . .. . . . ' . :. . 
: . Bill ,Whitely I. Before - ' "Study 'for · what" ' t~st?O . :· . . 
After .. "Boy I flunked that ·'one'' ·· ·; 
Test returne~ - .··95'Z for Whit~ly. 
• • I ' , : • ' :• J'• , . : : ' " .. • ., l , S. : ;· ·, .' , J , ! .' ~ . • • • ' ' • ' . • : 
- : .>Prof King ' ' ,., ·: ,·_ ,1All 'voltiriteers be ·tiete at 3:~0 A·M ri 
' ' " ... ~ 
, : t ~ . . . . . . ' .• : ' . . . :: ; . " . . ~ : ·;. _; . ,. . : : . . . :· : ' . . • . . . . : .· ~ \ . . ~. ! . . ;; l .. 
Prof Troll 
' .· .. · ..·: • ' 
"1'11 turn ~y collar around" ·"OK but 
don't mention my name 0 
.. 5. 
EQ!. annua -· Friend or Foe 
By 
Albert Allen 
Golf Course Superintendent, Kerwood Country Club 
Salem, . Massachusetts 
Because of the publicity given at present to annual blue 
grass, a great many people seem to think that it must be of recent 
origin. This is far from true, as it has been with us a good 
many years. 
Margaret Plues, in her book on !l~iti§.h ~-~ published in 
1867, says that it is often called 11Suffolk Grass 1' from its preva• 
lence in that county; and she also notes that this species is to be 
found in great abundance in America, Europe, Northern Asia, and 
Northern Africa, up to an altitude of 4000 feet. 
Chemical treatments to eradicate this past began a good many 
years ago, £~om . the Ammonium sulfate era in 1925 to the pre-
emergence gambit in recent years. 
Throughout this entire period there has been one procedure 
touched on from time to time: this has been the use of arsenic a ls, 
from arsenate of lead to calcium arsenate. 
Success bas varied from person to person and through differe.nt 
sections of the country. 
I believe that Poa got a new lease on life during the World 
Wars, when the price of lead soared and the hydrocarbons came into 
the picture. Persons that managed to stick with lead arsenate 
have, I think, fared much better, as a whole. 
A shining example is Arthur Anderson of Brae Burn. Arthur 
uses lead in copious quantities, on tees, fairways, and greens; 
and the course shows the results in an almost total absence of 
Poa. 
Daniels of Purdue has done considerable work with arsenicals, 
and his results show considerable promise for control of annual 
blue grass. 
One thing that is very important with arsenical control is 
moisture eontent in the areas being treated. Turf that is on the 
dry side will be subject to a great deal more injury than turf on 
the moist side. 
New products show much promise for the future, but you should 
remember one thing: tests at experiment stations are carried out 
under optimum conditions and under the supervision of the most 
competent men in this field. 
When you decide to try some of the newer chemicals, make 
haste slowly. Before you try these controls on all your greens, 
tees, or fairways, try a small amount under your own conditions. 
It is much better to lose 1000 square feet than 18 or 36 greens. 
-6-
, .· 
In addition to chemical treatmen~, .sanitation can go a long 
way in the control of annual blue grass. · Instead of scattering 
the clippings from a green ' that has Poa, make a point of disposing 
of these clippings where they ·can't be tracked around the course. 
Use of machinery to elevate the seed heads where they can be 
mowed by a greens mower will help · to control the pest. 
· · "When conditions are adverse, the only thing that can save you 
from losing all the Poa at once is eternal vigilance and a prayer. 
Having greens with Poa, under these conditions is like swinging a 
tiger by the taU·: as long as you keep swinging, you are all right; 
but · just stop to change hands • and, broth! r, you have had it. 
-----------~---~------------------·---~-~-
The Horticulture Show 
by 
LaurenceM. Thompson 
Whim·bam, there goes a tree, falling on campus, here and 
. there - trucks going by with flower·s -stacked to the top, students 
'carrying tools, knives, axes, paint brushes·, looking and dressing 
nothing like anyone else ·on campus. Don't· worry folks! • it's 
only the annual Horticulture Show starting to take shape. 
The annual Horticulture Show is slated to begin .the 31st of 
October and last through Sunday afternoon. In the past years the 
show has drawn over 25,000 people and this year it should have 
equal ~~pularity. 
Every major. at Stockbridge plays an important. roll in the 
success or failure of the show, because it is the great effort 
of the students to create originality to put the theme over. 
A·s we are turf majors, naturally our part is cut.ting, loading, 
hauling, and laying the sod for the different scenes and supply 
all ~ajors with enough grass to make their exhibits look like an 
outdoor scenery with original · beauty. .. 
As freshmen and this our first show we as a class rose to the 
challenge and did a job well done. The team work displayed by the 
turf majors was well seen by · others and thought well of. The boys 
got immeasurable eltperience with cutting the sod plus the fµtper .. 
ience of laying it to -specification • . · · 
The show is a part of our school work and I am sure all will 
reap the harvest in taking any credi't .for the success curricula 
wise plus a self- satisfaction .for a job well .done. 
-7-
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MESSAGE FROM THE WINTER SCHOOL PRESIDENT OF 1960 
by 
Wiliiam T. Sell 
Port Couritry ·c1ub 
Port Washington, Wisconsin 
In the past 33 years many commendable things have been 
said about. the Stockbridge Sch~ol for Turf Managers. I shall 
not attempt to. add to those many .words of wisdom • 
. On behalf of the members o'f the Winter School of 1960, 
I would like to express our sincere thanks to all who had a 
part in instructing µs d~ring the last eight ·'lieeks. 
We. have all gained new knowledge and ideas, not only 
from the in$.t.ructors and the association with them, but also 
the wonderful association with each member of the class. 
I know, ~s 'we leave the. Stockbridge Wiri'ter School, we 
feel ever grat.efu·l . that' we were able to . attend, -so that we 
all leave here to bea:>me better men in the ·field of turf. 
' 1 l 
-~----~------------~-----------------
THE MOST OUT.STANDING . TURF SENIOR FOR 1959 
by 
Joseph E. Zoppo _ (60) 
For the second time in the history of the Turf Management 
Club, an award was given to the senior who has done more for 
· the Turf ~~n~gement Club than any other student. The winner 
of this award is chosen by his fellow classmates, and his 
· immed~ate pr9fessors • basing their votes on his sch~lastic 
ability, activeness in class activities, and all other 
$coomp 11 shmen ts rating 1i1eri t • · 
Douglas Hawes, who hails from Dartmouth,' Massachusetts, 
was . the second recipient of this award~ 11Doug" has been a 
top .. student in the school t showing interest in an school and 
. class activities. He is 'now enrolled in the four year course, 
His major ia Agronomy. He is continuing above ·average schol .. 
astic work. : ' 
Our congratulations to "Doug" for a well earned award. 
-10 .. 
The Value of the Proper Use of Lime 
.. L .. ,. . . . ;, by . : "· . ·. l • • 
Charles Allen III 
Did you ever wal.k. oyer, ~. ·putting: green and observe the 
spongy, uneven, popr ... ty.p_e . 0£ tux.:£, th,at is. the consequence of 
a deficiency in lime? Have you ever observed a home lawn that 
y~u. .l,q10.w.,.ba4 -~1,1·fficien.~. _applicati.Qn o~ eye.rytl\iAs -,~lse .except 
.lim~? __ . . · .. . , ~.·· _. ' \ .· .. ; ~ '·· · ,· : r. : :- . · ,. \ . ~ . ; 
• ~ . • • •• t : , - • • • .! . • • •. . • • ... . ' ' .. . ,: 1 ' • • ~' ' .~ • 
What value does lime have beside changing the pH of the 
soil?. At :U·. R.-J .... \l~der Dr~ I>eFr~nee and.again at·t\1e.,{1, of Mass: • .;,_,\in,~~t' .Pr.t C9lbY,~ .:+, have .,.~~rn~~ that a . cha~se . ~n-.. PH :is. 
only one r~suit, o~:":t~~ .u.se, o;~ 1i~e ... ;;LiU\e pro~tea._g~anula~-ing 
of the structure of the soil, an'd ties up excess soluble iron, 
alumip~~m, _ .,an~:. ~ga~e.~e. i;nto .s9_lubl~ :fQ,{lll.s. : ~or.e ·P.lloephorous 
an..d. J?Ot.a~h. ~J;,~ tn$.?~ .ay~iJ~:J.>ie~ :~~r . .sra~1;1 .. gro~eh •. . L1J.Ue ,f~vor'" 
activ~ty, of 1P:i·~roor'.g~11·1.&~ .~i~bi.n .. the, .ep:U; .wtti~h dep.ompo.se. : , 
organic material, changes plt, and adds calcium and magnesium. 
:~· :Pf,~:~~,;~,~ ·~~ito.~){~,~~~/ :$'t~ ~ed . i~·• ~-~,~ ~ bp~~. ~!.{ ~n~gement, 
"The ~V$~la9i:Uty , o~:;~ppli~~~ p~qsphate .. ie.. zedue~~: in ,a.cid ·::. ·~ 
soils. At reactions below pH 6.0 to 6.2 highly insoluble com• 
pounds of iron and aluminum are formed." 
Numerous experiments have been made attesting to the fact 
that turf diseases are more prevalent under acid conditions. 
~ ;• ~· . .' : r .,_ ': , ··' f : • • • 1 . ' • ~ }• ; ~ • j ~· , ~ .. •. . . . ., • 
l don't think that every9ne should immediately cover his 
turf with lime, becau~e t~o .mu~~ ~;line .would probably be as 
harmful as not enough. First the turfgrower should find out 
: t~El. ):~eqµ~r~~~t~ , ·of; h.i~ partf:c~.lar . tu~f • . T~o m.µc~,'U~~hcould 
ti~ ~ up. .. IJlinor. - ~l~E!nt;s.,. ·· ~ucp ,~s j.~oT\, to .. , ~~e. 4!lXt~~~: ,of .. ,~ . ·'· . 
ch~~p:o~i'?_.tur~~ .,:·., ;. -. . : ... .. . . . ,: :d '" ,~. , , ..... '· ,+, 
.~ ~· · · "; it , .' ~ . . '.', ·,' .~ ,. ;.. . "•,' 1 ~' • • 0•,' • , ( • ·.: !· ,• ~: J I · ' , ,l, ·, .\ ·:·· , , ~ 
:. Wpat. i~_ ;,th~ p~Lin: the ~PP~" ~·>~£ t~e.:tui:;f.:a~hCOEfP.~~e~,.' 
to the pl{,,a~ ~ .. _depJ:h: 4!,!,;.6\!, ~II .or - ~y~n ~l2!',, ,~hereyer. ~IJ~:iro~t 
zone extends? Are the roots at 2'~'. 4epth .4t -.whj.ch ,.~ax:l.I#Qt:ll :;~~~ 
of available elements can be expected? · If so, ... fine; 'but if 
no~, .. ~h~~ .. c~~!·.~, ~ne ~o help. , th~ .. si.t.ua~i·on?. .·'n1e ; _n~~t :. t.ime 
you;:h~ve ·yoµx; S?~l :tes~ed, _ why:not ·~ take. 2. -<le~P. piµg~,, s.~ t.o .. . 
~ , Q.el? th · of &~~ 1,~c~~$ ,, .. ,d:l;'ride . it, .in. th:f..r,d,~, ~apa;t:'a t~d~tie . ~bQ.~tom 
. th~;-1~,, th.e . mi,~~1.e .. ~~if,4• · a.lld . t~e: t,op. and. put th@.l . i;n ·s.epai:4.t~ 
~~n:ta_~n~ra •. . ,Th~~ . ,~e .. s~.'.'t;h.em :or, ,have .. t;.hem .. t:_(!~.ted .s~pa~a~(f.ly ·for 
pH. It may be that the pH is the same at the lower -;p.or·tiO.f!}, .. · ~. 
as in the upper portions, but what if it isn't? We could help 
th~·-~~t~~~~-o.n. l:!y ;ae~:if1ing an~ .. ~o.pdr.euing~w~th. ~ya·Q.am:i,~d 
compost. It has been established that cyanamized compost has 
a definite effect of raising pH of the soil. Cyananid contains 
the equive1ent of 701 lime (hydrated), It is mixed 13 lbs. to 
one cubic yard of a desirable topsoil mixed with coarse sand, 
Application rates are only \ to l/3 cubic yard per 1000 sq. ft. 
It was interesting to me that this would have such a significant 
hearing on raising the pH. 
•11· 
Most of the greens'· especial_ly :ln . e,he northern .. pat't of 
the country are c_omprised of ,bents. , Bents wUl do w.ell in soil 
on .the acid .side.1 but .I h~ve also iea:rned ·.that bent_s will d.o 
well in soil with a higher pH. I have.·again. learned that. a 
higher average of Nz, PzOj, K and minor elements is available 
at a pH range of 6,0 to 6.5. Of course, many comprise with 
.the bents .and use a pH of 6.0. It :l,sJDy contention that a · 
bent turf . growing in a soil with a uniform pH level of 6.0 with 
occasional, applications of lime merely far ca.J.cium and mag-
nesium. will have greater resi&tance to diseases, help prevent 
_the. accumul_ation of thatch, lessen chlorotic conditions, lessen 
weeds that have a higher adaptation to an acid soil than bents 
and produce an all-round healthier turf, assuming other condi-
tions. such as drainage . and fertilizer practice.a are favorable. 
' ' ~ . . 
' ··· 
I must also point out that a certain amount of lime may 
be used, depending on the existing pH, without changing the 
pH of that soil. . In other words, lime applied in this mamner 
would act as a calctum-magnesium fertilizer. Calcium promotes 
root formation, growth and regulates the intake of other plant 
foods. Magnesium is as important to the ferlJlation of chlorophyll 
as iron is to the formation of .blood. 
If you ever try my theories and find them to be correct, 
tell your neighbors; but if. you find -me wrong, keep it quiet. 
How else could I ever bec.ome an expert? 
. ~·-------------~~-----~-~~~~~---~-~~-
Summer Placement 
by 
John Mulhearn '61 
' ~ • I .• ' 
Along with the _. academic course h~re at . S.tockbridge there 
is als9 a practical course, .namely - summer placement, which must 
be .successfuqy ~ompleted before a· student can . rei;:eive his i 
diploma. Summer placement begins the ,first .of April at the 
end of the '. FreshmAn year and continues through to September 
and the enrollment in the senior year. · It plays an impcrtant 
part in the molding of future golf-co\)rse Superinten(Jents. 
From the 'standpoi,nt of the stt,id,ent this .is . a · very · impo.rtant 
part of schoo.Ung. . Th~ theory, rules, definitions, .·and whatever 
else has rubbed off during the first year in the classroom can 
finally . be appl,ied in a practical m~qner. Under .the. guidance 
of. an expert ence . superintende~').t r,easons fer preventative Qr 
cort.e.cdve ~easures can b.~ clear.ly understood ,while actually 
d,Qing the job. · . ' 
. .~ ; ' 
During this period the students also become acquainted 
w,tth the manager.i?l end -of ;greenske~piq.g • . They ~ttend greens 
committee meetings, become· familiar with the clvb' . s budget, and 
see how it is used, they .al~o lea.rn, .how to keep time, an.d :how 
and why record.s are kept. . .· _ , 
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Placement is also an 'mportant time for him conduct•wise 
his actic>ns,. i{l~.ere.su, initiative, imagin.ation, and am~ition 
. . &f."e caref.uily· . ~v~i'lua·t .ed«_ an~ de_term.:i.n,e· ~\lat 'Rind of · ~econlmend• 
. at.ion, w:Ul. b~ 'forth. coming. . . . ; .. ' . . . . . 
' • • .. • • ' ' > • • • . • • .. • t ' . · , ; :: • .: •. 
. ! ' ' • • • I , • I • , • .• • • : . ' • I • • l i ' • , . t t .. , 
·. ; The· purpose of summer placement is the ·gaining of educa-
·uon;.~ii't-{ ~x~e·r.i~.c'{·. H.ow~ve·r~ :. it fs. up~erstood ~ha.t · a, stude~t 
must · e~i;Q a~d . i-,ec;elve, . ~ · .fair _wage. . The .~age .. s~aie · var~es _ 
depending up911·· tJ1e· person' sJ owl}. ~biUty''a~~ th~ geogt~phical: 
lo~ation of .t~e 'job .~· .'In , many" iµ~tance~, · ~ ~tµdeti't on summer 
placement has . earned. enough to defray expen'ses for his senior 
Y. ear in $bhooi •. •!: ' ! , ~ :·,. . ' .. : .. : ' .- . . . . .' . i . 
" . . .·: ' ·.  ' . . . '. ' .. ' . ' '. . . ~ . ~ . ~~ . 
'. -~ :-. . :scti~k~r~~$~.:·, ~phooi' prt>vid,~s the w~fs. an~the= ·m~~~~; c the 
rest· i.s . enti~'elY. up to the , !~~~vidu~r_ i~ 'the. fie.Id of tu~f. 
• • • ". : • • ' • . • ,: • • • . . ~ 1 • • • .• . • • • • • • 
. . . . 
• 1 •• 
· ' · !". 
·· . . . ' . .. ··' 
j • ~ t ~ ' , • • ·, I , ~ • 0 .. • • • ' ' t j ' · ; • · • 
------~----·------------------------· . . ; ~ : . • i • ' I • ' • ' ' ' • : • • • ' " '. ,• " 
' . ~ 
.. . ~ 
. . . 
·A Green"h6u~e 'oti· i:lie · G<>1f ' c~urse?' 
. .. : . l?~ ... _ . ~ '... . . ._ . . : . 
'Robert Sullivan, Supertn~.~~oent; 
Tekoa country club · 
. , We~~fi~l~, ~~s _sac~u~~t~~ :·"- . , 
" -·:· 
;. •' 
' . . . " ... ' . . ' . . . . . ~ . • ' . . . ' . ~ . i .. . . \ . . . ' • t . . .. 
How "many ·g6lf course's :h~v~., y~u. ever s~~n wit~(gree.nhou~es, 
on them? Golfers playing at TeKoa Country Club in ·westfield~ 
Mass, have seen one there and probably wondered what it was 
for. The greenhouse, located south of the work shop at Tekoa, 
came into existance .. two. years . ago when the greens committee 
responded to my request for such. Everyone is proud of the work 
that is done there. ~ , : I : . ,, .. -
I ; 
fhe' flowers that enhance ~his. Country Club are only a few 
of the Courses beautified areas. · ·Before the greenhouse was built, 
a lands~~per was hired every spring._to do the ~i;k. of. planting 
.. ~iowera be~s . ·at:~u~~ ~tie . CJub Haus~ · ~ri(f la.w~sf . ~9 years _ago_, I 
. ' hi·r~d an ~ssiS't,nt ' ' ~up~d.nteridE!~t, . who ·:u~~~ .~o be. in _ t~e ' flower 
bu~ine~~ before wcr ~~rig on _ tlle golf cqurs~~ ·. ·1~ ·~.ddition,: I felt 
that .wh~t 1 bad ,Jearned about fJowe~~ ' wh~le Jn .sd100.l and . tJ:iat 
~ith my assisiaitt is knowledge ~ a.nd . ~bil'.lty' . we 'cou14 ,operate the 
greenhou$e ~·nd , do 1our own lan~scap~ng _in t~e spring~·-. Since. , the 
members of the Club are aware" of the many' landscaped areas On the 
.. ~ourse, ~~eY .. appropria~ed. t .he mc;>ney an4 : th:~ .greenh.o.u!'l.e ~as built. 
. . ' . ·. . . . . ' ; . . . ~ . . . ' . . . . . . . .. . 
-- . . '·• . " . _. ; ·. - : . . . I . ·:- . .. . , .·· - .. \ . _. 
.. . . . Tl'te gt;.~enhous~, 10 .ft, .'_by ·20, .ft'., h~s b,eeri i.ri use ·for two 
' ye.~>;s now; "Jt will"'pay ~.or · itself i~ f~ve , year~. · ii1~t1 th( money 
sav~.d .fro$ :.hi~i~g 'a . landscaper. we are . abl'e to use our own help 
at .·~ery _ li'ttle oyei;.·tim~. -· ~e ar.~ 'sav.itig tii9,ney a'lso by :starti:ng 
the 'plants in the 'greenhouse our-Selves. . ,, ' . . . . . . ' .. 
. . I h<?P~ t\11,~ i~ea will .b.~ ~o,11sidere~ b,y. o~11e:r superintendents 
~l:i0.1'av~ : a . ~·i_t(l~f_'ext'i:a ·,dui~ all.d :~ ~~acl( fq~ , ~towl,,µg_ flow~rs~ . It 
: , ~111: -_save, tijqney. .".f<n;. ,th.~ ·.cltj~~~ -~~autJf:Y .the ; gr.ou_nd$_, a,,nd ~how. to 
· t:he mem'Ders their . in.te~_est in the . ciubs and in theit; .work. .. 
' ' • I • • - • • • .. ' ' ; • ' •. • ... ' ' • ' ~ . ... ~ . • • . _, • . 
.. , ,_. . - . . ~ 
MORE OPPORTUNITIES IN THE FU'ruRE 
FOR THE AGGRESSIVE SUPERINTE1'1DEHT AT COUNTRY CLUBS 
Kayem Ovian 
Woodmere Country Club 
Woodmere, Long Island 
ESTABLISHED SUPERINTENDENT: 
Should assume more responsibilities, such as maintenance 
'of Tenrth Courts, Swimming Pools, · Squash Courts, Bowling 
Alleys~· winter sports, and ' also maintenance of all .physical 
buildings belonging to the Club. · The· Superintendent is . 
bette~ q\lalif ied for the above jobs than any manager because 
· 'O,f the ·knowledge· he' has in maintenance, Most managers• inter• 
eats are dentered aroud only food and bar operations and, as 
a result, maintenance will deteriorate over a number of years. 
The above would be a dual job known as Golf Course Superintendent 
and Ma:i.n·t~nance Manager • 
. If you are interested in achieving a higher goal, you . 
should consider becoming General Manager, which is the number• 
~ne po SiUon at a· Club. 
. To prepare for a General Manager's position, youm\lst 
get involve'd with Club House operations such as: , front-office 
'duties with switchboard, mailings, accounting department, 
dinin1f room and bar operations, · outdoor parties, kitchen 
operation, men's and ladid' locker-room service, grill rooms, 
parking problems, ordering and receiving supplies. 
I , ·.:, ,' ' ' ' I 
The success of a General Manager is to coordinate labor 
with various departments and minimize extra payroll cost, and 
to keep employees busy throughout the departments. 
. : The importance of furthering your education by atte~ding 
ev~ning classes and taking Administrative courses in Hotel: 
and R~staurant Management would hasten the years for you in 
bec<;>ming qualified as a General Manager. Some .of the courses 
that should be consi~ered would be: 
Hotel & Restaurant Management. 
Bookkeeping I and I1 
·• Food Control 
Beverage Control 
Meat Cutting 
Dining room operation, including banqueu and 
· labor management 
STUDENTS IN TURF·' MAJORS: 
. : ~ -
Should prepare themselves in college by taking as many 
courses mentioned above as possible before graduation. They 
w~µld have the advantage over others who are just .Turf Majors; 
' and when the opportunity 1hould present itself ata Club,. they 
would he better qualified. 
· .. ' . 
Summary: · My op'triion i's that the supe:rintendent or student who 
wishes to apply himself may better himself with ·a Co.untry Club 
by not tefusirig more responsibilities,- It may take time to solid· 
your position, but knowledge and experience will be rewarded. 
-14· 
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SOIL, ~AWWS'l' .it!W TURFGRASS 
<' 7 : • : : i _ .. ; .... :~ ". . . ·: ·... · .. : . ; 
: ,, .Robe~t Ansa1do .. (60) 
j r. . . • ,\ - '. . •' ' • 
The fundamental purpose of so:~; - .. ~~.: :;~t .~ prq~uc:.t~v~tY:~ .. o.:r 
its ability to produce green plants.·· 1'he· qualtty and· charac·· 
.t~~.,~~-:t11ese. r.1:1lan;t.s ~s ,depend~q~ _upo_n .s?il ._-:l:~ent&: ~~d 
organi.811\.$ ,.,..(_l~v,.i~ ~r :ff~i:J,_.d) •. ~eca:uEte; :~\'\~ :_orga,nic ~~t;eF. ~nd,, . 
humus in: the soU is. ~stabl~, it · !s. necessary f~, iG9lf. ~~ui:se 
Superi~tenct.en.,t .a · .. to . pi;:o~id~ a .Pr.~1$;ra~.- that . w.;(fJ ~-~p~·~µ:f ~i).: ;t,h~: 
suppl.y,, · .'J:h.1$, ts . wber~ .. the .,.i~e,o~ .. ~aw~ust..c.oll:le ,i,q. .· . , , . 
. • . ~' • • • • • 1 • • • . ' ' • • • • •• .. • · • • ' 
., '!: - ~ ~ ' ··:--.; . .-:·:: :._ ..... ~ - ~:~ _'.' : -.':.: l ·"; . ••• ' . p , _. • •• : .'· • .. ~. '. •• • .: _ ... ·1 . ;· . . -~ 
;; . . F.~~~-"!g~o.W~l)g be~t; grf:iS~es ... de~l:.~P ~b"tcl:', o~ 'f~bt'p,e, _'rtµ.s 
.mAY .. ·be. c;:ont~olled . .wi.th tJ'le us.e . . o~. ~li\W.du,t,..(.l. par,~). an.d .~a~d . 
, ... . : · (~ . P.a.r.ts): nliX.~.d .wi·t.ti •. ~b~ p~()p.er m~teJ;'.~al ~.. '~~r:a&~ · ~lu~·ge· , . :· 
bone meal, or lime. (Ref. #1) Sawdust, be~aue~ of . ~t. IJ.; , ... 
absorbency, bulk, and chemical composition, will aid in:· the· 
redu~.tio.n., qf . compa~tion of. , t;h~ up.per ~ru~t, . ;!.~ .. will .help the 
· • ,· .-. . , , . , ... ~ , : / i , , • . I . .. , , • . , • 'i- , J 
.. 89.l~~r . t~ hol~. h~~- shot, , ~.t. · red.u.c:e.s t~,~- ~at~ o:f .}~yapo.r~tion . . 
in hot weather, it lowers the temperature . of. s.oil and .,l'educ~s 
the possibilities of freezing and thawing; It increases· the 
carbon. ~~ntent o.f .~tie .soil and. P.1;'.0111Qt.e~ the c~:r:bap,~,«ij.o?C;ide 
.·. a:n.d, 
0
9:KY.8faP.. e'X~.Qa~.g~_, wlii~h is Q,epess,~y . f~t;) p_l~nt · g"row~li,".'. 1~ 
is ~-h~ I?..e,11.ef .. of , s;o~: pe(Jp~e ..... ~\8.t ,.''saw.du.st; mak~ .. soi.~ .. P0.'1.~.":~-. 
This ,is .not true.! , ·The.re is .. a slight; ·an~. o.nly .tempor~ry .. ~~~rease 
, .~n a~id~t~ j ,J;lu~ WjleJl the 'b~.il ~;j_UP. ·~J:'.g~n.ic; acid,_· dec.~.mp~a:e!· the 
result is negl.i'geab.le~. . . . . . . . . . , . . . ...... . 
• '?' • ... . • J • • • •• • • ·· " .. . .. .. · ' 
....... ,1£. a .. g~pd .ferti~i.zer program. is .used with.,sawdµs.t.,· a 
:f'~r~t-clas,s··.tur~: c~n. be .maint¥.n~d. wit~ . a~o!-1.~r ·,half.. ~~:·fe~.­
mended dosa.se (~'. 1lq •.. ni~~og~µ .p_er lp~>O s9 .. · ~t •. ,eve~y th~~t~ 1 
days). Sawdust tends to rob nitrogen when first applied, but 
. th.is. ca~. be~ i:eme.cU_ed. wi.t~b . ~n ~ll~~icat.io.~ of .ni-t.r~n .. ,rf,_th the 
· saw.4ust~ :·_, ;'fl1.e. nitr~gen t_~~t i&,. ~ak~ in . th~,.~e~~P.~f>sit~~;.: .. ·: 
o~,.tqis f¥lW4u~.~ .. 1s .t~ned ~ack .iiit~ ~lte s~g .f:ln4 .is:.~.~: }~!>U~~~ 
.a~a~i~ble. ~o .th~ p.lants •. I J,11ight add,. ~he ,rate ·j,t .Js, re,leas~d 
is· much slower. The 'sawdu.st ~o,'. t.if!J~ ·is ~~~.d~oo'cf .(113) Ui~p~~h> 
birch, or oak, since the softer woods break down at an unde· 
sireable rate. ~ r.at~ _Qi. appli('.ation . {spr.i~g and fall) should 
be the same at alf times to pr~y.fi!~t the. m~t.~rial from layering. 
In conclusion I would like, , ~!J . pi/edi~~ ~th~t sawdust as an 
additive to soil is going to become mo~e widely used, since 
t~~ , .~~aj.la~iU.tY,· Qf . goo:d .t9P ..... ~o~~.: is· ~e,:O..mi~~·~ore scarce • 
.. .. , · ·: ·.·.· ·. · .', 
Ref er enc es: 
1. '.:.Inf.orm~~:ion r.eceive~ f.rom; Manu~l. L.: ~t~~c~.i;, _ Sup~.,.;.Vespers 
.. . toun~ry .. Club, •. : ... . .  . .: .. .. . . . . · . . · . . . . 
. . 2.- . -lt~&fle.t #323 :~f .. U~. S, D .. ~ •. • Soil. Conse~~~t~-~n~ ·s_erv~c~~: :'.: .· 
, -~~, ~epptt/1~.666;i of .Fo~~st.Produ~ts Lc~~r~t;0,~}1t;}i~~~~-~ti .. ,i. 
Wisconsin. · ..... ,. , . . , .. '.; t .. ., 
4. Yearbook of Agriculture, 1938 an~f'i.9'5t ·~ditto~s . .. ·' " .. 
• '1. . ;. • . ~ . ~. • •. ~ ... . :· • . . • . ... .-· • .... .. . .. •J . t • 
• .. . ~ '. • • . : • • • • • • : .:- .$. ~. ' .~ !' . • . , ·, 
· ! ':-. . . . '; ~ ·} : ''. :- . :, . :-~ . . : . . : . 
• ,· • .1' ' ... :· '. .. ~- . :. . : .. • , 
' . 
,,: . •• '. ;' · : ··:· 1 ,i t . 
.. •. : . 
PHOT O SY POP BARR ~ TT 
SENIOR STOCKBRIDGE TURF MAJORS-1960 
Top row, left to right: R. Barrett, K. Ovian, S. Delmolino, D. Macora, J. Zoppo 
Front row, left to right: D. Bevilaqua, L. Thompson, R. Ansaldo, R. Holcomb 
P HOT O BY POP B ARRETT 
FRESHMAN STOCKBRIDGE TURF MAJORS-1961 
Top row, left to right : J. O'Connell, E. Galvin, D. Mauk, B. Keohan 
Middle row, left to right: N. Dennehy, J. Mulhearn, R. Sullivan, W. Kittler, W . Emerson 
Front row, left to right: W. Tower, N . Beauregard, R. Gray, E. Wood, J. Graham 
SUSCEPTIBII.ITY OF MERION BLUEGRASS TO STRIPE SMUT 
by Donald w. Bevilacqua (60) 
Note: This report is g:i.ven so that you, the Superintendent, 
will know what to look for if this disease hits your area. At 
the present time Stripe Smut :ls not' a dangeroµs disease in the 
New England area: It has been located in the Virginia area, 
but is becoming increasingly wide-spl'eaci. 
Stripe Smut (Ustelago stri.iformis) In May 1958, plants in 
a 3-year-old plot of Merion were observed to contain large numbers 
of dead and dyin8 leaves having a conspicuous shredded appearance, 
and gray or black strips. · . · 
Description of .Stripe Smut 
Infection occurs by germination of smut chlamydospores 
in ,the soil. to produce hyphae with systemically invade seed-
lings and young tillers; further evidence shows spores carried 
on seeds may induce infection. 
Smut sori develop on leaves, resulting in long, narrow, 
gray or black strips. The gray strips areuntuptured smut sori; 
t.he black streaks result when the smut sod rupture and liberate 
mature spores. Infected leaves .curl from the tip downward and 
become shredded; · 1eaf blades then tui.·n light .brown, wither,- and die. 
Infected bluegrass plants are mos.t . readily observed during 
cool weather in spring and fall. They are difficult to find 
during ho.t, dry weather because diseased leaves wither prematurely 
and infected plants die; they are also difficult to find after 
mowing because of their growth. Since StriP'e Smut infection is 
systemic, few plants recover from the disea~e. 
For all .practical purposes, varied es and selections other 
than Merion, Common, and Troy Kentucky bluegrasses can be con-
sidered moderately to highly resis.tent to the Stripe Sm\lt races. 
The evident susceptibility of Merion bluegrass to Stripe 
Smut suggest that this variety may be seriously damaged in 
areas and under ·conditions where the fungus occurs. Since they 
are. infected systemically they remain diseased ur,.til they die. 
New tillers that arise from the parent plant are almost 
invariably infected by Smut. However, it is encouraging to 
find that some varieties and selec.tions of Kentucky bluegrass 
growing adjacent to plots of heavily Smutted Merion bluegrass 
were only lightly infected. Although no artificially inocula• 
ted with the fungus, failure to succumb a£t:er exposure to natural 
infect.ion sugge,sts that · these varieties may possess resistance 
to the disease. 
This disease spreads very fast during cool weather. 
Information from: Susceptibility of Merion to Stripe Smut 
by K. W, Kreitlow and F. V. Juska. 
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BENTS IN THE SOUTH 
~ ·.; ·. • : i;, . ' . ~ . • , : .' .. ) . ··. : : 
·-' .: t ·' · C-i :: E. :; ifi•so~ ·. · · 
C'bat-t-anooga Golf & C.ount~y ci~b 
··· " . ~Chattanooga• '£en.ues.see ... ~ .. 
·: ·· .. : .• 
•, .· 
. -
.. . •. 
. :.. .'\: : \:·~ : . t: ~ . . ·• .~ t . . · , .: .t!', ~ , \·--~ 
Putting greens in the South are gen.era"i°ly planted with 
. Bermuda g~a·ss~ <;'l'hf..s· su~f.ace-. is; ll.s:ed· ®,r:l.;1g · th~ . ~ummer see.son 
. · only • . . Aft-et.: 011e.· or .. ' two. heavy .hosts t\tllil 'g'~· sss goe~ i~to~ a:· . 
i " · dormant ·stage-. I f;:.mafn~enance _prac1tice.s; ;1eve b.e~n tima~ p,err .. 
fectly with favorable weather conditipns; , and : i-f; ,th.ey are · ov.er.· 
seeded with rye grass they will be ready for use at this time. 
The following spring.-· wi tl;l; :th'e ·com;U.:ig• e~- - ~arm weather, the. 
Bermuda reasserts itself and crowds out the overseeded growth, 
and pl:a.y. .is ·_,con.tinued on th.e'. pertuallent., surf:a.ce. ';:h~s ch~nge of 
grasses,. ·known as' ·the. ·"tran&i.tion'~· .period,, 'i.s . by . far~ :the lar~st 
-single probl~ with wlflhh growers· of: t'1rf in .. tbe ,,S.outh are .· . 
confronted. ·· · . . · · .1 : · · ·· 1 . .. 
. ::::1n .;an. ·att'empt to. ·eU.mina.t~ ·.thi~ nt~~n.sitio~~~ ·ped,od• several 
·. ~ - clubs have · changed , their .. greens.· from :B.enii.uda to· b.ent•. grass • . This 
: was accomplished by" a .. vaJ;iety of metho~~ .. . So~e ,. gr~ens w~~e ': 
:completely repovate,d ·by removing the: s.Pd: ·a~4. the .top ,ten - ~nch~s 
.. . to two ' feet ·of eoi·i. : -Drain ti-Les ,wel;'e th.en,. ·set., .the .top s.oil . 
was mixed with sand, and the surfaces were regraded. Othera 
: were. r.ebuilt si~p:!y . by killing' the B.ermuda with· methyl b~omide 
gas and rep'lantin.g with -bent • .. Sev-eral beµ ts. wer.e used, -bo:th .from 
·~~ ·. · · :.s.ee·d· and s.tolons.. . : ... . ~~ · · · ~ -: . .. 
. ' 
· Varying degre~s of succ,ess have been . noted throµghout . . tJ1:~ 
area. Relative . .succes:s can be measured.,. on-ly .by the: pl~y.ing . , 
public and those maintaining this grass, Opinions differ 
· widely .. on this. sub:ject •. Qut courses continue .. to, 1o.i.J). the origi· 
na.l few in the .changeove.-r: to the bents • . I . do not know of ~: . 
single.- case where any .one .has. .reverted· to ·the Bermuda:-rye 
combination. 
' . 
. :Sev.eral clubs . that have made the change ·a~~ cqn~ent:rated 
. ·tn the· Knoxville•Nashville·Chat·t.anooga., Tenne.ss.ee, and. At.lanta, 
.Georgia. section.a . .. . Pei:·sons interested in Jine .tµrf are always 
welcome to stop in and see this cool-season grass being culti· 
vated. :in this- area. " . , 
. • , :· ··: :··. · .. · .. 
. " 
Go-l'f players and · those· of us in charge of maintenan.ce · · 
are: .indeed . ~at·e.ful: to, our 'Yankee friends who have ,been 
·invaluable fot' tlieb:. a.dvi.ce and . for this wonder.fut ·little · . ·"' 
· · ; grass plant . tha.t :putts so tr® .and ·St ays ao gre.E;!n year. aft~~ .. '.. 
year in this Rebel · territory •. · . f: 
' .' 
:: . .. ,· ..... 
.... . ·: 
·· .. 
· . . . 
' .. . : 
l " .. · .' 
PHOTO BY PO P BARRET T 
HONORARY MEMBERS OF TURF MANAGEMENT CLUB 
Samuel Delmolino, Presi<lent of the Turf Management Club, presenting Dr. Gene 
C. Nutter and Dr. Jesse A. Defrance with honorary membership certificates in th.: 
Turf Management Club. 
Dr. Gene C. Nutter was born in Debwarc, Ohio on January 12, 1923 . He is 
married and has two chil<lren. He receivc<l his B.S. in Agronomy in 1948 at Ohio 
State an<l his Ph.D. in 1951 at Cornell University. While studying for his Ph.D., he: 
was a research assistant in ornamental horticulture between 1948- 1951. Between the 
years 1951-1959 he was an assistant agronomist at Florida University. In 1959 he was 
named the Editor of the Golf Courie Re/){)J"/er. 
Dr. Jesse A. Defrance is a native of Gol<len, Colora<lo, graduated from Colorado 
State University in 1924 and received his M.S. degree in 1926. He received his doc-
torate in 1932 at Cornell University where he was an instructor in courses of lawn-
making and greenskeeping. In 1936 he went to the University of Rhode Island as As-
sociate Research Professor of Agronomy and Landscape Gardening. Dr. Defrance re-
cently retired from UR.I. and is presently a consultant for 0 . M . Scott & Sons Com-
pany. 
PHOTO BY KOLDY 
GRADUATES OF WINTER SCHOOL FOR TURF MANAGERS-1960 
Front row, left to right: W. L. Burdick, W . J. Gunning, D. K. Coles, C. Nunes, 
M. Schults, R. Mendez, M. Rewinski, R. C. Allen, E. Snow. 
Second row: R. Osborne, C. H. Allen, L. Patterson, A. Luszaz, D. W. Gricus, 
R. E. Miller, G. N. Crothers, R. F. Johnson. 
Third row: H. Bahr, H. C. Kaseberg, C. Thompson, W. T. Sell, R. C. Hunter, 
Dr. Colby, E. Urban. 
Fourth row: Prof. E. Pira, Prof. J. Troll, Dean F. P. Jeffrey, A. Allen. 
ANNUAL lURFGRASS CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 
1960 
Conference Presentations Have Been Approved By The Individual 
Speakers 
The various topics are presented for your information as follows: 
Weather • We are Going to Have Weather, Whether or Not • What 
'Should We Expect by O. Tanenbaum & R. E. Lautzenheiser • • • • • • • • A•l 
The Nature of Winter Injury to Plants by Dr. Johnson Parker • • • A•l 
Turf Problems 
You Name It and We've Had It in '59 by Alexander Radko & 
T. T. Taylor•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"•••••••••••••••• A-3 
Topdressing Experiences with Greens at Century by Jan1es Fulwider A-5 
f2.!. annua • Fairway Renovation at Winged Foot 
by Sherwood A. Moore ... , •.... ~ •••• , •..•...•••••• " •.•.•.••..• 
Winter Problems at Ekwanok by Paul O'Leary•••••••••••••••••••• 
Progress through Drainage by Kayem Ovian •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Winter Injury on Home Lawns by Orlando Capizzi •••••••••••••••• 
The Status of Pre-emergence Chemicals for the Control of 
A•6 
A·8 
A·lO 
A·l2 
Crabgrass by Dr. R. E. Engel ••• , .•.• , ••.•••• , , • • • • . • • . • . • • • • • • A-12 
Turf Nurseries - Establishment, Maintenance & Utilizati. on 
by Robert Grant ... , , .•• • .....•..•.....•............•..... ,.,., A-14 
Soil Compaction by Dr. R. B. Alderfer•••• • •••••••••••••••••••• A-16 
Water Management Practices on Turf Areas by Dr. J.R~ Watson •• , A-18 
Getting to Know Your Members by Owen Griffith ................. A-23 
New Trends in Clubhouse Landscaping by Alfred Boicourt •••••••• A-26 
General Lawn Management (Alternate Session) 
Conserving Soil for a Good Lawn by Dr. William G, Colby ••• , • • • A-27 
Fertilizing and Li,m.ing by Dr. Joseph Stec~t <::! l •• , , •.•.. , , • • • • • • • A-28 
Grasses and Grass Mixtures for New ELgland Lawns 
by Dr. Robert Schery ,, ......... , .. ,, .. ,, ........................ A-29 
The Care and Mainteaance of Establishment Lawns 
by Dr. John R. Davis •.............•.. ,., . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . A-34 
WEATHER • WE ARB GOING TO HAVE WEATHER, WHETHER OR NOT • WHAT SHOUtD WE 
EXPECT • By Dre. O. Tanenbaum and R. E. Lautzenheiser 
Summarized _by Geoffrey s. Cornish 
Drs. o. Tanenbaum and a. E. Lautzenheiser listed three types of 
weather forecasts._ These are the 24 • 48 hour, the S day and the 30 clay. 
The first is soi accurate, the second about 601 and the thirty day only 
501.. 
Introduction of automation, rockets and satellites bodes well for 
tbe future of weather forecasting and increased accuracy is expected. 
Dr. Lautzenheiser mentioned that a number of weather bu'reau publication• 
ll'ligbt be of val_ue to the superintendents. A list of these is obtainable 
froin the u. s. Weather Bureau in Boston, 
I would like to mention that among our New England Superintendents 
Leon St, Pierre has acquainted .himself with ~he work of the Weather 
Bureau and I understand he has found much of value in his study. 
------·····------·-·--------~-----·-~----------·-· 
THE NATURE OF WINTER IN_JURY TO PLANTS " 
Johnson Parker 
The talk' today on winter injury will necessarily emphasize the 
woody plants: trees ~nd shrubs, since .the speaker is best acquainted 
with this topic. -
Winter damage can be caused by the following factors: 
l~ Mechanical effects (snow break, etc.) 
2. Winter drying ("Parch blight", etc.) 
3. Extremes in low temperature (especially in autumn and spring). 
4. Sudden warming in winter (tree crack, etc.). 
5. Other oddities (warm weather in mid-winter followed by cold). 
1. Mechanical effects are rather obvious, and .suitable pruning to 
minimize branch and trunk break is mostly a matter of common sense. 
Frost heaving in nurseries is mostly a nursery problem and covering 
seedlings with slash or branches has been found very effective in our 
nurseries in preventing this. 
2. The problem of winter drying is probably the most serious one, 
especially to evergreen trees ' and shrubs. A few slides are shown of 
the high mountain situations near Mt. Rainier, Washington, to illustrate 
the effect of extreme conditions on evergreens. 
Some of the physiology of winter drying is further explained. The 
continued transpiration of water from the leaves when the stems and/or 
roots are frozen and thus cannot replace this water, is a problem to 
many horticultural trees, shrubs, and vines. The winter of 1957-58 
was particularly severe in this regard, with much winter damage to 
the sheep laurel and planted Rhododendrons. Nursery damage was also 
widespread in various native evergreen conifers. lbe soil was frozen 
three feet deep in places, and at Keene, New Hampshire tree tr~nks 
A·l 
dried out to levels approaching air-dried lumber. Tree trunks act as 
water storage organs to some extent and tree watet· contents often reflect 
severe winter conditions. Protection against bright sun is somewhat 
helpful in preventing this condition. 
In the western states, autumn-planted wheats, which become young 
seedlings by Deceinber, are subject to winter drying even though they 
may be quite cold resistant. Cover by snow is always a protection, 
provided it does not linger too long in spring and result in fungus damage. 
3. The direct effects of cold can beat be explained, first of all, 
by showing how cold haTdiness (resistance to low temperature) varies 
with the season. A series of slides are shown to illustrate this. Some 
plants harden much faster in the autumn than others, and of course, by 
mid winter, some are much hardier. The effects of artificial-cooling 
appear to support the results of field experiments with natural cold. 
The discoloration of the leaves is taken as a sign of injury, and 
is illustrated in another slide. 
The decline in photosynthesis in winter is Ulustrated for some 
common evergreens in another sli~e, and it is pointed out that most 
evergreens can continue to make food from atmos~heric carbon dioxide 
and water well into the winter. and even in January. 
In order to illustrate what probably happens in cold injury to plants, 
a diagram is shown in which extracellular freezing is compared to intra-
cellular freezing. The former means that the ice forms outside the cells 
(but in the tissue) and dehydrates the cells. The latter means that the 
ice forms inside the cells and apparently disrupts the fine architecture 
of the cell structure. The former is not necessarily killing, the latter 
is nearly always killing. The latter occurs most probably in late spring 
injury. The former occurs during the winter. 
What are the changes that occur in cells which prevent this injury? 
Some slides ar.e shown to illustrate changes in some .pine bark cells 
from summer to winter. These changes include a thickening. and even 
gelation, of the main mass of the cell and an increase !n sugar. The 
protoplasm itself seems to gain in protein, and the green bodies bearing 
chlorophyll, called chloroplasts, appear to shrink and clump together 
in winter. Apparently this allows the cell to undergo severe de· 
hydration without injury as a result of extracellular ice formation. 
Finally the problem of trunk-crack is mentioned, since this is 
more common in planted ornamental trees than in forest trees. This 
injury occurs, not because planted trees are necessarily exotics, but 
because the boles are often bare and open to the weather, while in the 
forest, trees protect one another against sharp temperature changes 
and sudden warming from the sun. 
The theory is advanced that most trunk crack is a result of warming 
after the trunk is frozen and this can be much retarded or prevented 
by shading or by binding with loose burlap. Once the cracks form, 
they rarely hear since they are readily sprung open again by cold 
we~ther, which shrinks the wood. 
A·2 
TURF PROBLEMS -- YOU NAME IT AND WE HAD IT IN '59 
~ . . . 
. by · A. M. Radko and· ·T. T, Taylor* 
The '59 season was one of weather extremes -- the l .ast comparable 
year in gotf turf history was the . year of 1928 llfheri wholesale loss 
' of gre'ens was a · rea.Uty. This last year · fairways were the big prob-
lem, though trouble on 'other areas occurred too. The more severe 
the ' weathe·r, the inore ' moderation pract:fced ' in the management program, 
espec~al.ly in .practices that could hurt. AU during 1959, Superin· 
tendents were treading on thin ice weather-wise, therefore ' they 
practiced ext~emes in program modera'tion. · ''Hair line differences" 
. in ,~anagem~nt ·made majo·r dif f_erences in the. performance · of the turf. 
Winter troubles · 
1. Many greens were unprotected because the deep freeze set in 
· before' Superintendents had a chance to ' apply fungicides. 
2, Extreme cold and wind caused desiccation of grasses in some 
areas, Poa annua too was severely injured. 
3. . The deep freeze resui ted in a sever~ beaving and thawing action 
of the soil, .which in turn caused a· severe washboard effect on 
areas never troubled this way in normal years. 
4. The soil was slow to warm up causing a late growth of grasses, 
Few greens had color in tbs area north of tlle Buffalo-Bo.ston 
line befo·re May. · · 
5. Areas of poor drainage . were smothered due to ice accumulation. 
Sprin.s, troubles 
1. ·Abnormal coolness of days and cold nights kept grasses from · . 
making growth and color as they normally do in · Spring. Fair;. 
way grasses seemed unresponsive to normal spring treatments·, 
and many chose to turn on irrigation systems early. . 
2. . Spring rains were cold . and clammy •• one· warul' rain would have 
l\elped greatly. · The sotLwas late in warming up an'd grasses, 
• !• 
. . 
. ~ 3. 
· therefore, were late in making growth and greening-up. Because 
of the poor growth of grasses, knotweed made a strong Spring· 
growth arid ~ontinued to thrive under weather adversity. 
Play on dormant grasses did not help, in fact this further set 
back the grasses on greens. Temporary greens at that time 
helped permanent greens, 
Summer troubles 
1. From mid-July on. we experienced a continuous stretch of hot 
humid · weather • . · f.2.!. annua suffered badly from wilt and disease. 
Superintendents who applied fungicides to fairways fa~ed better 
than those who were unable to, Light applications of phenyl · 
mercuric acetate helped greatly ·- some Superintendents mixed 
1 iron sulfate with ,PMA to ·good advantage~ 
*Eastern Director and Northeastern Agronomist, u. s. Go-lf "Assn. · 
Green Section. 
A·3 
fuL_~ troubles (continued) 
2. Insects were very troublesome sodwebworm in particular 
were active all summer long. Much turf was lost to this 
insect pest. Abnormal treatment for surface feeding insects 
was necessary. Chinch bugs, frit flies;-allCi japanese beetle 
grub were also more active than they have been in many a year. 
3. The rain pattet·n was unusually conducive to wet wilt on greens. 
Heavy rains fell on Friday's while Saturday aud Sunday were 
clear days of low humidity ••• excellent for golf and just 
right for wet wilt. Superintendents found that more week end 
work was necessary to hold the t~rf. 
4. Weed infestations were severe pa&:ticularly crabgrass, silver 
crabgrass, and knotweed. Dallisgrass, a prominent weed of the 
South, also made greater inroads into northern courses, parti-
cularly in rough areas. 
Because of adverse weather, few chanced herbicide treatment. 
even the lightest rates were not only hazardous to permanent 
grasses but devastating on !!g,!, !!1~· 
5. It was difficult to keep ahead of diseases on greens -- the 
rain pattern made it difficult to , schedule fungicide treat-
ments ••• many treatments were nullified because rain fell soon 
after application ••• Many therefore found it helpful to apply 
hydrated lime at light rates to check diseases until fungicide 
treatments could be applied, 
6. Fertilizer management of putting green turf was touchier than 
in many a prior year. Normal programs were altered in many 
cases to reduced rates per application and longer intervals 
between applications. 
7. Many learned first hand to respect pre-emerge herbicides. With 
their use, weather is one of the primary considerations because 
of heavy rates required. 1 59 was a poor year to judge results 
of pre-emerge type treatments because of weather effect •.• and 
effect of the heavy chemical application on E£! !!ll!!:!.! ••• per• 
manent grasses in most cases were not badly injured. 
8. Drainage problems of all types ••• surface, internal, and 
seepage came sharply into focus in '59. The importance of 
good drainage in ;fine turf production cannot be over emphasized ••• 
poor drainage conditions added to turf difficulties in '59. 
Fall season _ ........................ 
1. The high temperatures of summer extended far into October ••• 
much needed renovation programs therefore fell far short of 
usual standard. Many found it necessary to reseed several 
times over ••• many were unable to treat weeds selectively 
therefore they renovated by the "scorched earth" method or 
left weeds untreated ••• seed germination was poor in most 
cases. 
2. f2.! annua regrowth in Fall also was poor, in fact in many 
areas it was not clearly visible until late October -· early 
November. This factor together w:lt h the limited response to 
normal fertilization led to a thinness of turf on meny fair• 
ways this Fall. 
TOPDRESSING EXPERIENCES WITH GREENS AT CENTURY 
by James Fulwider 
Before I begin the. discussion ' of topdressing greens at Century, 
1 would first like t9 desc:r;ibe the golf coui:se; b()th physically and 
turfwise. This, I believe is important, and the . practices applied 
at Century could very well not b.e 4f.pplicable ·ehewhere. The ter• 
rain, for the -most part, la fairly open, high and windy. Except 
for a couple of greens, drainage is go~d • . All of the greens were 
originally Washington bent.- A~though the greens are .of .mixed 
species.- Washington is still the predominant gra'ss today. On the 
well drained greens, the Poa annua .,opulation is so low that it is 
not a problem. As others from Westchester County, New York will 
verify, Poa annua, generally speaktus. is a problem. ·1 can make 
statements such as I did, very frankly, because it is a situation 
which I inherited, and the high bent population is not of my doing. 
Five years or ·&o frO'l!l now, I hope I can make the same statement. 
The next point is wilt. Statements concerning wilt at Century, 
of course are based _strictly on hearsay ~- from the Superintendent 
who preceeded me, and from crew members who_ have been on the job 
for about 15 years. I was told that wilt had uot been a problem in 
past years, and evidently it was not, accor<iing to past procedure. 
No crew members worked on Saturday afternoons. Men came in eat ly 
Sunday mornings to rake traps and pole the greens and were gone by 
0800 or so. · 
The fact that wilt was a minor problem and the bent population 
on the. greens is very high, 1 bel,ieve, is largely due to the top• 
dressing program which has been carried out over the past 25 years, 
more or less. · This exact procedure, on which many of us won't agree 
100%, was as follows: Every Monday, was topdressing day, weather 
permitting. The topdressing consisted of top soil only. I mean 
by thclt, no sand or humus was mixed in with the soil, however, the 
Superintendent was very conscientious in procuring the type of soil 
he wanted. '!he texture, I would judge to be a fine sandy loam. 
Sometimes the soil was run through a Royer, sometimes not. The 
soil was hauled to each green, fertilizer mixed with the soil 
(turned 2 or 3 times by shovels), spread over the greens with 
shovels and backed off with wooden rakes. The point I wish to 
emphasize here is that this soil was applied in liberal quantities, 
and I reempheeize the word liberal. The grass was sometimes just 
peeking through. The soil was then watered in very thoroughly with 
a rose nozzel. Six to seven greens could be topdressed each week. 
which means that eaqh green was topdressed about every three weeks. 
This procedure was carried out throughout the grow:tng season, with 
no postponement for hot weather. I had the opportunity to work 
with my predecessor for half of one growing season and observed 
this procedure, Upon his retirement, I had some different ideas 
concerning some phases of management and practices. ·One of these 
was the topdressing program. I firmly believed in topdressing, but 
I thought I could save labor and time .f)y using _a . "dry prepared top• 
dressing that had been heat•treated to kiil weed seeds, and bad sand 
and humus added in recommended ratios, By using this material, a 
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spreader could be used, and much time and labor was saved. How• 
ever, the cost of this material was quite high. My program, which 
was carried out last year, reduced the number of times the greens 
were to be topdressed, but this program could seem quite extensive 
to some. Greens were top dressed April 21, May 25, July 7, July 27, 
and September 14. The cost of the topsoil alone was over $2000, and 
because of this I was reluctant to spread it as thick as was done 
by the old method. Going on the assumption that greens at Century, 
properly watered for the weekend, would not wilt, the same weekend 
labor procedure was continued, One Sunday afternoon in July, I 
found out very convincingly that Century's greens would wilt. I 
don'~ believe there is a more hopeless feeling, than to be all 
alone and to see greens starting to footprint and track on a Sunday 
afternoon. 
We all realize there .are many factors which contribute to 
problems such as wilt, Poa annua, and etc, But it is my belief. 
and this is just my personal opinion and theory, that topdressing 
applied liberally . and regularly throughout the growing season, on 
creeping bent greens, reduces the problem of wilt and greatly 
reduces Poa annua invasion. I mention again, that we are speaking 
of greens which are pred01C!natly creeping bents. It is pretty 
well agreed that applieation of soil around the nodes of creeping 
bents, induces continuous new growth and in turn, results in a 
close knit turf. 
You are surely thinking I must have found something bad about 
the old method, and I did. As you might suspect, the greens were 
very firm, in fact so firm that some .people celled them hard, and 
when they would get a little dry, it was hard to hold a shot, 
Except. for this complaint, the greens were fast but putted true. 
The topdressing program at Century for 1960, as you might guess, 
will, with some modifications, be very similar to the old method. 
I can't argue with 20 years of success. 
------------------------------------
POA ANNUA • FAIRWAY RENOVATION 
by Sherwood A. Moore 
Mr. Troll, Chairman, and Fellow Superintendents: 
My talk is mainly going to concern fairway renovation and not 
so much on poa annua - whether it is a friend or foe; or how to 
maintain it if you happen to be one of the unfortunate ones where 
poa annua is your predominate grass in greens, tees or fairways; 
nor how to control it. The only reason poa annua is mentioned here 
is because we at Winged Foot, happen to be one of those unfortunate 
ones, and because of this .undesirable grass it was necessary for us 
to undertake a fairway renovation program. 
/ 
I sometimes wonder if we want to eliminate poa annua entirely • 
. I remember last . spring some of the fellows were praying for a 
little poa annua - they would have just loved to see anything as 
long as it was .. gre_en! And at times if we did not have a little 
annual bluegra~s around we would have a lot of bare ground. It 
is when ' poa annua becomes the predominate grass that our troubles 
begin . ... one has to be an expert to cope with the whims of a poa 
annua· turf. It ·is a beautiful grass when all factors are in it 1 s 
favor, but can let you down overnight as we experienced this past 
August. 
As mentioned before, it is no secret that Winged Foot has ite 
share of poa annu.a -. it is the predominate grass from tee to grean. 
We were in good .condition Ciuring the week of the "Open", even if 
I do have to say so myself, except on that Saturday afternoon vi.en 
8000 cars were parked on the East course fairways and the heavens 
opened up with a downpour of rain like we bad never seen before. 
. Oh well, that is a story of it's own and we recovered from 
that and held our own, even . though duri11g the month of July dollar 
spot disease and so~webworm attacks started to take it's toll. 
But it was not until the month of August with the combination of 
moisture, heat, and humidity that the poa arinua s.tarted to succumb. 
The tees ~nd greens did not suffer too greatly ' as you could give 
them a lot of personal attention, but it is impossible to syringe 
acres of turf -- especially with ou~. inadequate water system. 
After a day of rain or showers, the weather would turn hot 
with low hu111idity and southwe~t winds, and thus fairways would 
begin to wilt. So even with plenty of moisture in the grouri.d and 
when you knew you shouldn't be watering, you would turn on the 
traveling sprinklers and water all day and night. The next day 
where you had watered would be full of disease and where the 
sprinklers l;lad not reached would be wilting. By correcting one 
condition you were creating another. You could not win! So much 
to our worry, dismay, and wringing of hands we saw the grass dis• 
appear before our eyes, 
During the early part of August, a written report was sent to 
the Chairman of the Greans Committee and Board of Directo~s calling 
their attention to .the futility of maintaining poa annua fairways, 
and presenting to them a program for renovating these fairways over 
a three-year period -- in other words we would undertake twelve 
fairways a year, do a complete scorch earth policy, and reseed to 
bent grasses. This did not meet with too much enthusiasm, but after 
some discussion, permission was given to do two fairways as au ex• 
periment and if they pl'oved successful, then we would undertake the 
program in 1960. 
In the meantime, the £•1rways did not improve any •• they got 
worse -- . so I just could not see the sense in passing up the oppor-
~unity to do some sort of .renovation work and a~ least try to get 
som.e .desirable grasses in this thinned•out turf. I finally decided 
. to spot. burn the fairways that w~ did not scorch, for why allow 
the crabgrass to go to seed and ~~cumulate more headaches for you 
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the next season. 
To make a long story short, we f,inally did perform the "scorch 
earth policy 11 on seven of our fairways (6W, UW, 12W, lSW, llE and 
14E) and on the approaches of four short holes (3E, 13E, 7W and lOW); 
and the remaining fairways--were all "spot burned" to kill the crab-
grass. Instead of going into a three-year program we ended up by 
doing all thirty-six fairways in one season, but of course the 
method of operation was done in varying degrees, 
I have some slides showing this fairway renovation program 
and I will give a brief description of each operation as we go 
along. These slides cover every step of this program from the 
initial burning, to aerification, use of the aero-thatch, seeding, 
fertilizing, matting, mowing, watering, to the final results some 
weeks later, 
Slides ····-·--·~···· 
Obs~rvations and Conclusions: 
You must have the courage of your convictions before under• 
taking a program of this extent, 
You must be prepared to cope with the remarks of the Grill 
Room Guerillas and the Lockerroomtampooners. 
You cannot procrastinate, 
What are the results as of now -- five months later? 
Those fairways that wei.·e "scorched" show the greatest amount 
of bent and the least poa - 80v20% proportionately, 
Those £airways that were only spot burned show a fifty-fifty 
population. 
What are we looking for? 
Not a 100% control of poa annua, but at least sufficient bent 
grass so when the poa annua does say "good-bye" the bents will take 
the~it place and we will still have good fairways. 
We hope that by careful maintenance over the next ~ew years 
and with a little bit of luck the above will be the final result. 
·--------------~--~---------------
WINTER PROBLEMS AT EKWANOK 
by Paul O'Leary 
Near record snowfall greeted illy arrival on the job as Super-
intendent at Ekwanok c.c., Manchester, Vermont in early February 
1958, Very little frost was in the ground prior to the arrival 
of this snow cover in 1958. It was mid-April before the last of 
it melted away. Only a moderate degree of snowmold injury occured. 
This injury could have been held down to an even lower level if 
it had been possible to apply more than one preventive treatment. 
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The record is quite different for the bla.ck winter-spring 
of 1959. Our trouble started the da~r after Thanksgiving 1958 
when an early storm 'dumped 4 to 5 inches of snow and then turned 
to . a hea-vY rain. This ·was the beginning of an ice cQv.er that was 
to reiµain until mid·March. 
Very cold weather during December, January, and February 
drove the frost down to a depth of 5 to 7 . ft. . Many days of 
abnormally high W'inds were the rule ra~her than the exception 
during this period. Only once did we have a thaw, in · late 
January, and it was of such short duration that it failed to 
materially reduce the tight ice cover. · 
About the third week of March, the crew was _sent out to re-
move what ice remained in low areas of ceitain greens. Tur.f 
under these arEB s looked normal. The first week in April, greens 
turf in general did not appear to have wintered badly. By April 
15th, however, large areas on greens, tees and fairways showed 
little signs of greening. · 
Poa annua on green collars and in low areas of greens was 
hardest hit. ·Areas on Merion bluegrass tees, bluegrass and 
fescue on fair~ays and even . in the rough were aiso injured. , There 
seemed. to be ·no · set · pattern as to where injury occured; high areast 
side hill slopes ·facing different directions, and turf of different 
ages was affected. 
Sub-normal precipitation from mid•April to late May aggravated 
conditions even more. Water pipe difficulties and scheduled in· 
stallation of a new main deprived us of gett1.ng on enough:· water 
at a critical time. The use of a power sprayer with a 200 gallon 
'fank to apply light amounts of water . to greens. did undoubtedly 
help to prevent an even more serious loss from des~ication. 
Over•seeding results were disappointing in most instances • 
. Cold, dry weather in May was just not conducive ta seed germina• 
· .· tion or growth of surviving plants, Abnormally ~old soi l t empera• 
' tures due to deep frost retarded growth .. whan recovery o:;:dinarily 
would be expected, · 
During the month of · June, seasonable tempe~atures and normal 
rainfall finally · turned things in our: direction, Poa. a. :.•::ruc: came 
back in many areas where overseeded Bent h3d failed ·t c become 
established and .provided a cover until the warm July we.e ther 
caught up with it. That ts another story in itself and one that 
many of you ·are familiar with. 
In summary, I believe the following combination of factors 
contributed to our loss of tur.f: 
l. A contin~ous tight cover of ice. 
2. Extreme frost depth into the sub-soil. 
3. Deesicating winds during the winter and ea_rly spring. 
4. Water system difficulties. 
On the basis of. the foregoing and from what I have lEB rned 
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in talking to fellow Superintendent's regarding winter problems, 
may I suggest these points: -
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
In construction or re-construction of greens, be sure 
to provide adequate surface drainage in at least two 
directions. Avoid or correct water·holding pockets. 
Facilitate surface drainage during thaws by shoveling 
drain paths through the snow, 
If practical, completely remove anow cover from greens 
where ice formation is likely to occur and remain such 
as on north slopes and in shaded locations, 
Have your water system as near ready to operate as 
possible in the early spring. 
Have your power sprayer ready as your "ace in the hole" 
to check dessication on exposed grenns early in the 
season before you risk operating your . water system. 
-·--·-------------·-----------------· 
PROGRESS THROUGH DRAINAGE 
by Kayem Ovian 
The Woodmere Country Club is located on the South shore of 
Long Island very close to the New York City line. The Atlantic 
Ocean is but a few miles away with a salt water inlet leading 
into our Club grounds~ The golf course consists of approximately 
135 acres which are almost perfectly flat, our highest elevation 
being approximately twenty feet above high tide, I mention high 
tide because of the effect it has to any such golf course which 
depends on tide changes for drainage, 
During the Fall of 1955, before the completion of my first 
year, I had experienced the damaging hurricanes of that year. Three 
greens and three fairways were flooded with salt water and the other 
fifteen holes were saturated with heavy rainfall which just wouldn't 
drain off fast enough. In fact, most of our fairways in low areas 
were untouchable for about a three week period for daily maintenance. 
This condition had to be corrected immediately because of the 
problems which arise from poor drainage. On our new property of 
thirty-five acre~, four holes, the members were still playing pre-
ferred lies because of very thin growth, I felt that fertilizing 
and seeding would not be the answer at this time, and that drainage 
would be my wisest move. 
My crew began digging and we discovered that on our established 
course (which is better than forty years. old), 4" land tile and 6" 
vitrified pipe was used, with th~ trenches back-filled with the 
heavy clay material. This, of course, was the reason ~r poor drain• 
age with which our club had been suffering for many year·~ If these 
trenches had been backfilled with a porous material our t~ubles 
would not have been too serious. 
I decided then that I would uncover and replace all these pipes 
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with a more suitable d~ain pipe because of our low and flat terrain. 
We re-layed and improved ori our draiuage lines throughout the golf 
course with 4", 6", and 8 11 porous wall . pipe~-. 
Porous wall p;Lpe. 1s ~ad~ from cement; ·. sand _ar..d crushed aggregates 
. and is porous ' for its ei1tit:e le~gth ' and d .. ::cumfer.ence. We have used 
over 40,000 feet of this pipe and have over.come .all of our problems 
resulting from drainage. · · · : ' 
The ·method · of ins.tdling was to spread approximately 2" of bank· 
run on the floor of tbe tre~ch and lay the pipe, which is self-aligning 
because of a bell and spigo_t, .· Then the · entire pipe and trench is 
back· filled with bank-run up to · within 4" of the sod line. The top 
4 '' of trench i .s back-filled with topsoil, making allowance for sodding 
or' ·seeding. The movement of water . downward with this type of drainage 
trench is quite rapid. I would. like to suggest the necessity of 
having a vertical pipe extended from :the drain pipe to the sod 
line at the lowest points where, from heavy rains, water will ac• 
cumulate. This direct contact from fairway to the drain pipe is 
necessary to run. off water imnediately, with the size of hole not 
much larger than a golf ball. · These few holes should be kept 
clear from grass growing in and clogging the opening. 
All of our main drain lines or arteries drain off directly 
into the bay~ or they lead into 42" and 36" concrete pipes whlcb 
. carry the water out to the bay • . Therefore, during high-tide there 
is water pressure· against our lines: which is a greater force and 
prevents water draining off our golf course until · the tide begins 
receding. 
There are t~o very important ·thoughts to consider in .draining 
off a difficult or flat area: 
(1) In which direction would it be the most advantageous to 
drain. 
(2) Would the maximum pitch b.e gained in this direction? 
We were able to install our drainage lines for a very conser· 
vative figure of approximately $1.33 per ft. The reasons being: 
(1) The importance of having five men on a year round basis 
which we continue to carry. · · 
(2) The easy digging minus stones, which couldn't be done 
in places such as New England. 
The break-down of our expenses was as follows: 
Labor 
.Pipe 
Bank-run, topsoil 
Misc. supplies 
$30,000.00 
16.800.00 . . 
. 6,000.0'0 
__ 6_00.00 
$53,~00:00 . 
Since these drains were i~etal.led, _ ~ur .membership no longer 
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. suffe'l'.'s with sloppy conditions .after · heavy rains and we have very 
· few ·days when. the golf course is not playab.le. We vety seldom have 
preferredt lies .and o:tQst important, ·regardless of rainfall one or 
five inches~ . w~ are able to cut fairways with a seven gang. un~t 
within a thirty hour· period• ~- ·· 1 
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WINTER INJURY OH HOME LAWN 
by Orlando Capizzi . 
Three most important types are: dehydration, freezing out and 
snow mold. Dehydratfon, excessive drying out~ is common where .there 
has been limited rainfall during the late fail or where soil moisture 
is low auring the winter months. This, in turn, is aggravated by 
deep freezing of the soil and dry cold . winds as we had the winter 
of . 1 58 - I 59. . Dry soil with dry air dr'aw$ the moisture out of the 
dormat grasses, and they just shrivel _ up and die. Injury of this type 
occurs on well kept turf as well as ordinary turf. It fs mo.st severe 
on wide open areas and high areaa. Method, of preventing or trying 
to prevent this type of injury is to be sure that your turf soes in to 
the winter· with plenty of soil moisture. The soil should be mot~t 
to a_ depth of at least 6 inches. Protect your wind swept areas 
with an evergreen hedge or a snow fence. Of course, better than 
this is a good snow cover. But, around the greater Boston area 
snow cover does not last all winter. The best possible way. to pre• 
·vent dehydration is substantial soil moisture and the breaking up 
of long sweeps of the wind. 
Freezing out, different than dehydration, is caused primarily 
by poor surface and subsurface drainage·, ,~ompacted soils and where 
shallow roots prevail, The years, 1 58 and '59 saw a lot of .this 
damage, Water collects in depressions or frozen soils prevents 
:· drainage even when physical conditions are satisfactory. Alternate 
freezing and thawing separate the grass roots from the soil, and 
this in turn ~aus·es dryout. Saturated soils is another good reason 
for freezing o.ut. 
· Snow mold most generally can be controlled by sp·raying with a 
mercury fupsicide after the first good ground freeze and again during 
a mid-winter thaw. 
-----------------------------------
THE STATUS OF PRE-EMERGENCE CRABGRASS CONTROL 
by Dr. R. E. Engel & W, F. Meggitt* 
Rutgers University 
Pre•emergence crabgrass control ts ' destruction of crabgrass 
through pre-germination applications 0£ a chemical which destroys 
*Professor in Turf' Management & Assis~ant Research Specialist in 
Weed Control, respectively. 
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. the .. weed at .or near th~ din~ .Qf . g~rJni°nati~ri:;; :.This.\iiethod i~ a 
sound .approach ·and.the"res'1lts obta~~ed whb 'ac;;v~ral chemicals have 
. · '.~een, encouraging;" cliiordane; · c.alcium ;~~s.enat~,· and lead ars'enate 
. have been used most in . previous 'y(!ars. . Qac.t,h$1 ~I\d zy~:ron :made very 
promising appearances this past season." . . . . .. . . . . .J 
The Chemical!, 
Chlordane ha~ ,b~en · kno~n to e~ert. a .pr.e-emergence ef feet on 
crabgrass since approximately 10 years ·ago. Some very good results 
have been obtained in.Ne~:Jers~y with ~Oto 80 pounds per acre. Dry 
spray applications as used have been very poor, Late March appears 
. -to ,b~ .th~ best sea~<>,n .for. application • . Mo,re information is needed 
t;o.: . sho~ .. the. conditions wher~ · t;hh chemical wilL.give cons.istently 
, goo4 ~es~l .. ts. : : · , : , ,. , · · · · · ·· '· · · · · : . · · 
. ·• . .· ., C~lct~m ~rsena~.e gave v.ery· good cr~~~ras~ ~9~trol .in .. 1959 at 
New ,Brun~w~c~ •. ·The pbosp,l)o.r\ls .. level and o~her soil fac.tQrs influence 
control and turfg~ass injur)t:. Many . ~~1.c;i~, arsen~t,e pr~parations 
exist. These JllUSt b~ known and conditi.ons for avoiding turfgrass 
injur;Y must. be .eatabl:l,sbed b,~fore c~lc~ul)'l· a~sena~e is ;i:ec.ommended 
for gen~ral. use •. ;C,alcium arsena~e ,~s ta poiaono~s chemical • 
. · .Lefd .J~senaie at . r~~es . of 20 t~ 2$ 'pounds P.~r lOOQ sq~·~re feet 
ha~ .never giv~n good or cons.:i.stent' control l;\t New ~run$wick. This 
typ.e treatment ~app~ars inadequate. 'Lead ar.se~te ':i.$ a. pQi$onous 
.pro.duct, ._ ., : -: . . . . .. · 
New Chemicals · --.;,~ Dacthal and Zytron ' perform~d yer~ w,ell at 
New Brunswick and other agricultural experiment stations in 1959. 
They ne~d fur.th~~.te~~ing, to :~et~~mine .if coutrol.will be consistent 
., · and they wil.l b.~ .safe on .trufgras~e~~ 
. ··. 
.. . . . sa£et:x · ; .~' ~ ..... ' . . 
.. . i · . . .... . .. ! ,." .. • . .. l.-' 
.Serious turfgr~ss : ~ge by.a.pre"".emergence ti~rbicide. defeats 
th.e purpose. of. t~e treatment. Since the sa.f~ty lilliita. fo~ ~he various 
chemicals and grasses are not thoroughly estl\~lished, the . degree of 
risk is unknown for too many turfgrass conditions. · · 
• ,• • ! - ' ' • • . ~ J ' ' • • • 
·Pr·e-,emerge~ce. 'trea.tment~ shou~~ pe~i,t turfgr'ass . i::e~eeding no 
later than September of the same season. All the chemicals.interfere 
with seeding for varied periods of time after ·treatment. ' Heavy or 
excessive ap,pl,icat,:ions . of ars~n~cals and possibly others can inter• 
fere with seedling establishment for considerable time. While most 
of the materials applied at moderate rates appear to permid reseed-
ing by t .l:le ~nd · of .. th,e season, far more iµformation is required on 
this subject. · · 
i . 
Use of pre-emergence crabgrass herbicide·s is not recommended by 
the New Jersey Agriculture~ Exper~et).t Station during 1960. These 
comments on pre-emergence crabgrass· control have been issued for 
· . info~t.io,n~l purpo,ses ~only $nd they, c:annot .be .~s,e.<i . for promotional 
. . -.:..., 
purp~.ses. : . .. .. . · .. 
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Those who will use these materials should exe1·cise conservatis111. 
Also, following instructions may be critical for success or safety. 
Pre-emergence crabgrass control is worthy of close observation 
to learn the philosophy and techniques. The developments have grown 
from limited research efforts. While all biological problems gr\ldg• 
ingly reveal their secrets, current i:·esult:s will stimulate more work 
which will soon make pre-emergence one of our finest turfgrass im• 
provements. 
-----------------·----------·----·----
TURF NURSERIES 
Establishment, Maintenance & Utilizatt'on 
by Robert Grant 
Ten or fifteen years ago, a turf nursery on most golf courses 
consisted of 500 to 1000 sq. ft. of putting green turf. In many 
cases it received a minimum of care until it was needed and then it 
was too late. · Today turf and stolon nurseries play a very important 
part in the very day maintenanc'e of the long range program of the 
progressive golf club. 
Although most of my talk will be illustrated with slides, I would 
like briefly to discuss the establishment, maintenance and utiliza• 
tion of these areas. 
When needs can be anticipated in advance, stolons for tegetative 
propagation can be produced in a nursery located on the course. This 
will assure a supply of fresh material at a cost usually lower than 
when purchased from a commercial source. Establishment and mainte• 
nance of the stolon nursery is fairly simple. , The area should be 
sterilized and a good seed bed prepared. The soil should be moder· 
ately fertilized to prevent a too rapid growth as succulent stolons 
are not satisfactory. There are two systems used in growing stolons; 
one in rows and the other by the solid turf method. Both will be 
illustrated by slides. If they are planted in rows, a minimum of 3~ 
to 4 feet is required. The stolons should be placed in a shallow . .: 1 
furrow using one square feet of nursery sod to 100 linear feet. If 
the solid turf method is to be used, five bushels of stolons will be 
needed per 1000 sq. ft. Late summer or early fall is the best time 
to plant the nursery. Material at this time is less succulent and 
more resistant to adverse conditions. As in seeding, the grass has 
a better opportunity to get well started before weeds become a problem. 
Should the stolons be grown by the row method, they can be pre• 
pared for planting by chopping or shredding so that they can be sepa• 
rated easily and distributed uniformly. Cut pieces should not be 
over six inches in length, In the case of, the sod groWI) method, the 
stolons can be harvested by removing every pther blade from the 
verticut. The machine should be set to cut or tear the stolons from 
the sod stolon nursery, 
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. 8'toions' s.hould b~ appli~d to ' the prepared green site by broad .. 
casting 4 to 10 bushels per 1000 sq. ft. The stolons should be 
rolled to press theui i.J:tto . ~he surface and may be covered with top-
d~essing. Rol.ling sho~.ld be repeated after topdressing. Stolons 
will requir~ .awple watering until they are es.tablished • . This, in 
my opinie>n, i~ the most impor.tant . factor. 
-· . . 
·· Tile mo'st rapid establishment . of creeping beut greens is made by 
light but frequent applications of nitrogen. The use of liberal 
amounts of organic nitrogen in the seed bed may cut down the need 
for some or a·ll of the surface applications of fertilizer. Cutting, ! 
light verticutting and topdressing at repeated intervals will help 
develop dense sod in the shortest period of time. After the turf 
has become well estabUshe'd, the area should have the same mainte"' 
nance program .as the .greens of the course., 
Sodding is the most expensive method of turf establishment. It 
involves the cost of the sod plus a large amount of labor necessary 
in the sodding o,per~tion. 
'nle success of the job depends 'on the preparation of the soil, 
the quality of the s.o.d and the skill and care taken 'in laying the 
sod. Sod, that ie .sro~ for tees and greens or any other area, 
should receive the same care and maintenance given tlae established 
turf on these areas. Where small areas are involved, sod may be 
11,fted by hand, There are power sod cutters for larger areas. Sod 
should be cut. 12 or 18 inches in width and not more than three feet 1 .-. • 
long. Large pieces will stretch and are difficult to lay uniformly. 
Good turf ef bent grass should be cut % to 3/4 of an in~h in thick .. 
nes~ while bluegrass and fescue will require a _somewhat thicker cut. 
If the cut sod is tq be held for several days, it should be layed out 
. fl.at, grass side up in ·a cool place and kept moist. Stacked sod will 
yellow and weaken rapidly and will not be in good. condition for laying. 
~d should b~ layed ·on a firm surface free of foot prints and other 
d.epressi,ons. Th.e sod is tamped or rolled lightly and then a top• 
dressing .worked into the seams. Water should be applied regularly 
to prevent . drying of the edges. Additional topdressfng and a light 
roller used ;to level out minor high or low spots after the sod has 
. ~ecome established. Sodding may be done anytime during th~ growing 
. ~ea son if. h~ndled c.arefully and properly watered. ' 
Although sodding is expensive where there .is a need for turf in 
the shortest possible time·, it is often justified • 
. .. A good ~xample of utilizing both sod and stolon nurseries is a 
c.luQ here in New England that is in the process of t'ebuilding three 
greens a year. When the program was started, it was decided to grow 
their own . sod and stolons. The original stol.ons which happen to be 
C-1 and C-19 were purchased f,rom a commercial grower· a114 placed in 
rows. The foilowing fall .with thi,s ma.teriai 15,000 sq. ft;. of putting 
green mursedes was started. · The reconstruction program began and 
the next year thre'e greens were spdded. Just as soon as the turf 
.. was lifted from the nursery, the area wa s :restoloni~ed so that sod 
· could be developed for the next fal 1, · · 
After a year where winter kill and sunnner injury was serious, 
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we all should think of nurseries large eliou.gh to meet auy emergency. 
It is the best insut·ance for quick recovery we can possibly have. 
----------·--------------------···-·· 
SOIL .COMPACTION - A MAJOR 'l.1JRF PROBLEM 
by R. B. Alder·fer 
. · Soil compaction is ~uch a serious problem in tut"f areas, because 
it either d:l.rectiy or indirectly influences · so inany of tte conditions 
· which control the growth of grass and because it makes the job of 
turf management so llluch· more difficult~ · 
What' happens to a soil when it is compacted? Most soils con-
sist of a mixture of solid p~rticles of many sizes and ·shapes. The 
texture of a soil is determined by the proportion of stone, gravel, 
sand, silt and clay particl~s wM.ch it contail)s. The sandy loams 
. . h~ve a large amount of sand.;si.zed particles and a rather small 
'·'alllount of clays, while just ·tha reverse is true for clay loams. A 
handful or a cubic foot of soil is not all solid matter. · Among these 
soil particles, is a network of openings or voids of various sizes 
and shapes which are called pores. The nature of the pore spaces in 
the soil is of critical impoi·tance because moisture movement and 
storage, aeration and root growth are regulated by the size,sbape · , 
a.nd continu.ity of these soil pores. There are two general types of 
pores in soil~ ·, the large or non-capillary po:-es and the small or 
capillary pores. The larger pores serve as drainage conduits. It 
. is through these pores that the most rapid entry of water into soil 
· occurs and through which any exce·ss 'water that the capillary pores 
cannot hold is .drained into · the substratum .or into underground drains. 
· When water is drained out of these pores by the pull of gravity, they 
.serve as air chambers through which the soil "breathes". When soil 
particles are pressed together· by some compacting · force, first the 
number of large, non•capillary pores is reduced. "This loss in non• 
capillary porosity is also r~fle~ted in a decreased intake of the 
soil for water ~ind a corresponding increase in the amount of water 
which may be lost as runoff. One of the characteristic features of 
compacted soils is the way in which the partic~es .are presse~{ into 
flat, plate-like units, and are layered together much like a flagstone 
. in ~wall.. In this layering th~ particles overlap, so that· tbe pores 
between them are not only small · but offset from one another • . · Water 
movement through these flat, horizontal ·pores is very slow. Thus, 
owing to the great retentive capacity .of these pores for water, trey 
remain water-filled for a · long time. Aeration of a soil depends 
upon the number of pores that .are .not filled with water. Uence, the 
greater the compaction,. the greater the number of small pores. which 
will remain water-filled and the poorer the aeration. Water 1E! able 
to hold very ·little oxygen especially when· the water is warm. '1'hia 
is why . the aeration of the sou beneath a compacted layer' wherever 
it may :be in the soil profile, is often so poor. 
Lack of proper aer·atio:n, resulting in too s~all a supply of . 
oxygen to the root ancJ .the accumulation of tao much carbon dioxide 
around the root, wi~l adversely affect the ability of the root to 
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. take in nutrients and water; It has b~e~ shown many times that .tack ·· ·· . i 
·of oxygen for . normal respiration by the root 'can ·cause .a plan~ ,to 
exhibit nutrient and water deficiency symptoms even though there is 
a plentiful supply of nutrients ,·and moisture in the soil. In very 
compact layers, the supply of water held. at l:ow t·~s.tons,. s~~e~~mes 
referred to as easily available water.,, is very small, For these 
reasons;· turf wiU show s~ptoms of water· stress on ·a bright sununer 
day with a : hot, dJ;'y win4 eveil thougb .. th.•r~ is plenty of moisture in 
the soil. ' Couipact .. layer.s: C:att also'. o·ff~r ·. inechaltlcal · imped~ce ,.to tl'le 
entry of roots. · " " '· · " · · · ; · · · , : . : ·.: · · .. . 
. ~ ! . . . :: 
C~pact · layer El. cen occ~r everywhe~e in the· soil~ -.: M$ny, .. . t~tf 'areas ,. 
are underlain ·witp .~ight,.~luitui'dlly compact ... ~ub,;10Us or hardpan&~ in 
which tH'e dra,ine . m,ay ha\te- ·'to'. be ·placed to · rtmio,ve the .exces' .!iater . 
from the· ··soil ·abqve .tqem'·cfuring w~t "1eittier. : In· ~ :·gr·c:i(lt ma~y; turf · 
soils, compaction i.s ... worst ;righ.t at: ·the :su}:'faC.e. ; ~is 11s . th~ part 
of· ~~e 'soil wbicl> .. s~ts. , ~he : ~reatest amo~~~· 16.f ~ ·ressure • . ll\ ,man~. · " 
respects thi-s. is . tb~.,, worst·~ · plaee for comp~~tic$n to ·occ.ur.. · 
... · :~ .... _. .'.. .· . '"; '. ;,.• .. . ~· : ···.: ·. ' ,,.- : .· ·_· . . ~ ~· . . . . ~ ,· . . -'~ . .. 
. .· Soils · beeo•e· highly vulnerab.le· ·t.a compa'cd.'on' when f~J' · some : ' ' . .... 
reason at<.anoth~r . the .soil' 1is' :i·eft· '"1ithout. any ·surface cover;. when . . 
the J:"esistaQce .of the. ~oil to · compactioP: ~s low; ·"&·nd when . the :.mqistur·e- ': 
condnt' ·of the ao,il if".such 'as · to pe~t · ~~imum '· C:orilpa'ctab:tlit:y. '''this . 
·suggests three ways ~or try·ing t-0, decre~_se ttie amount . of :·. comp~ction /: 
. of softs.·· : Any .pz:ac:tice $\ich ae ·f.ertiU.z'ation~. liming, · :disease .and· .,. 
insedt• ·cotttrol., and ~wih:g which -results in' '1'1ulin·t.&inin-g a :heal thy, "" 
vigorous,: ~hicts::8r~ss ~over , will help tO: pfotect ·<t,'.l:le· soil £.i.om the ' • 
fuU. effects· o~ . the ~o~pacting fo~ce •. . s:Ctice t·he · corilpact4bil:it·y. of ·· .. 
m~S,t.: soU•Lis gre'ate.~t '.~t· high moist!Jre con·tenta~ one shqp~d- t~y ·to · · 
avoi'd ' irrigating. . the soil· jUst .. prior to the ·tima when traffi~ vill · 
be neayie&t. Allq.wing ' the :soU., to .dry. will° h'~lp ·to .prote:ct" 'ft from-·: 
co~pact~n · :to ; som~: ·. ext'ent, . : Mixtur~·s 'wit.h' fa'i:rlfy large pr~·P.<?rt.ions · · · 
of coarse to .v~ry cpat·se sand will provide ·~ certain amc)unt qf . ~~built 
in11 ·:resistanc:e .tQ 'compaction. ..Soil I with ' just . the right assortm~nt ' : . 
of 'sand; ·. silt ~d clay ·are often easiet ' to 'compact ·sind to '·remain . -~. 
· .. COm~·acted tha.n t:ht)S~ ~ith large · amoun.t .S ;Of ,eith~t sand or ~l~y. ,One · 
. Jla~ to '·remember ·. that use cif lar'ge amount.a of coar-1:1e sand t.o byi~d .'i~ 
.. s.om·~ resistance to c9mpacUdn' can ·tit tije same time ·lead .. ~o wa~·er and 
nutrient. suppl): problems. It; i.s . possible" tliat &ynthetic .. aggregates 
~y :be ' useful in lll4king' up a ; so·c~lled: co.mpacHon•p;roof._' soil • . · · 
.... \ . . , . . . ,· . . . . , . . . : .. ' . . . . . . . . . : . •. . . 
. . . ·. ··correctt~n tre~tments are sti11 l.arse1y m~ehantc~,1 .~P n~ture, ' 
- ~nvo·lvfng ei1:h~.r th~ . punching of hqles. or Of cuttin·g .sUts i'n oi;-
... thrbugb: · th~ compact.ad layer. No c.tlemi~.als have yet been ):o~nd which 
~i~l: ~orrec-t all cpfepacti'on problems, though in c·ertain sit.ii.~~ions 
~.$}'\>sum has help~d ~o lmprove the P~.;ineabi.~itY. ·of tight, cl'1Y'; ~oi'ls• 
• •• ' .. ' ., • \. ·• ~ • 1 •: • '•' t .-.· · · .' · ' : I : ... ~ • . . • .. . " ~ ~; • : :·· . ' ; · .·• f 
Considering how 'long ·1co~p~cUon , has · been '·known. to be a sertous 
turf problem, the only. progress that hae,! b~en -·ma~e .· in :i.ts ·prev4ant1on 
,or: '.COTr~ction .~as .been Wi.t.h the . ,use of· soil ·mixtures andwitl.l; aerator 
~pleiiten.ts - '1:<>r J"~.~establi'alting ·spm.e nq~·capillary porosity bi i:he" soil. 
• . ' . f • ~ : • 
. - '. : • "· •. ; . .. . . l · . . . ' •. • . 
- . . . ' . ~ . . . : ·~ - . . . . . ": ~ ~ . 
, . : Much needs to · b.e ·done in . trying to · solve 'sG>me. of .our. soil compac• 
tion problems. Use of chemicals such ·as .. soif;. co~ditif,mer~ .in' pre· 
treating the soil prior to estatilishing the turf has no't ''been tot> 
promising, largely because their .e.f·fects do· not last long enough. Very 
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little research work has bee.n done w.ith wetting ·ageµt ·s OR compacted 
turf soils; j~s.t how much· value these material.s wou].d have requires 
additional research. · Cultivation of established' turf areas with the 
·· us.e of aerators·, .consi-sting tif hollow-tined spoons or spikes is now 
considered a necessary practice in a sound mai~tenal}.ce \program, As 
much ' as we would like to ·pre'\?ent compaction, the ·fact remains. that 
it does happen because most of our turf soils are not compaction-proof. 
, · . . . 
' . . ~ . ... . 
---~----~----~~---~--~--~~---·-·----· 
WATER MANAGEMENT PRACTIC~S ON 'IURF AREAS 
J, R. Watsonl 
Good water management is the !!.!:, of producing the highest 
ciuality golf course turf grass cons.istent with existing grasses,· cli• 
mate, soil and irrigation facilities. Water management _ is based on 
an efffc;~erit watering program designed to meet the physiological and 
use req(d.rements of tte grass as modified by the climatic and soil 
environments. Experience. knowledge and understa11ding of the funda· 
mental principles involved serve as a basis for determining water 
practices for a giv:en turf area. Thi$, coupled with thorough plan-
ning and adequate facilities, will determine the success or failure 
of any given wa~er management program. 
Water is an essential component in all phases of grass growth 
and activity and is involved either directly or indirectly in all 
operations pertaining to care and management of turfgrass. Water· 
is necessary for germination, for cellular development, for tissue 
growth and for food manufacture (photosynthesis), It acts as a 
solvent and _ carrier of plant food materials. Nutrients are dissolved 
in ,the soil; taken in thr.ough the roots and then carried to all parts 
of the grass plant. Food manufactured in the leaves is translocated 
throughout ~he plant body in water. Water transpired by the leaves 
serves as a temperature regulator for the plant, When plant cells 
contain an abundance of water, they are turgid. This helps the 
leaves to resist pressure from traffic and machinery; hence adequate· 
water within the cells helps avoid the damage which results when 
pressure is applied to wilted grass .-- wilt occurs when the cells 
do not contain. enough water and are said to be flaccid. For . ~11 
these functions very large quantities of water are required and they 
must be kept in mind when setting up sound water management practices. 
Water and Choice of Grass 
There are wide differences in water requirements, drought re• . · 
sistance and tolerance among grasses. For the most part, pow.ever, 
selection of a particular grass for golf course turf iS dictated by ';. 
factors which do not always permit the turfgrass superintendent to-
take advantage of.these inherent differences~ Nevertheless, when 
an opportunity to .choose a new grass arises, it is important to keep 
lDirector, Agronomy Division, Toro Mfg. Corp., Minneapolis, Minnesota-' · 
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in mind that even .within ~pecies thel',e are strains of turfgrassea 
,·." :' .. av~i'lable. fo'r :us·~ 1whtch · tna:y c·ontrtbut'e. · t'o· b'etter wat&r ·management. 
' .·. , ·~or exampl.e. a. den~e, : tight. ·gro"ing sti:ain"would be preferred· over 
. ' . 8: ~r~ ·open tyt>'e;~ a~ ;WO\lld ·a S'tiain pqfentiiiUy : capable of. 'producing 
·ti deeper root· ··system: ' i. tliore dense s'train would ·be less likely, 
generally ·>spakirtg~ : fo. be invaded by "weeds · .:. .. which rob· moisture •• 
·~~d a' deeper roo:t syst•'~ould permit' fora'ging · through, a larger 
volume o'f ·a~'il fot 'maiatur:e, hence, extending the' interval between 
irrigations. The proper use of water, then, includes setting up a 
watering program ·to take full advantage of these and other inherent 
capabilities of thoae grasses best adapted for use on a particular 
turfgrass area. S1JC?h w.iU d~fin1tely r.egister an improvement in 
watering practices·~ · ·' · "· " · · ' · · '' · · · 
Water and Environment 
. Eilvironment · 1~- ·:b·oth climatic and so'i1 ... exerts a ma-rked effect 
on ' ~a1;er use; > Adjust in~ watering 'practic'es to~'s'iJit the . demands of 
· cliinat~ 'a1\tf to.· nie&t t'he needs ·of a ·given ··soil "ancf·grass actually are 
basic to ' the 'proper :use of ·water 01.i turfgrass. .. .· ~.. . . ., ,. 
,': ·.- . ' .. . . . . . 
Climatic 'Facifoi:s ~-- temperature, rai~fal1; sl)ni:i.ght,. wi~d and 
. humidity · •• '.n!lceseitate' adJ.ustment~ itt · th~ watering ·program through 
their 1influence _o·n t'he choi'ce of ·grass; _gr'o\V'th actiyity, including 
transptration; replertlshment of .soil 'moisture; and removal Of 'excess 
soil moisture ... drainage~ · Regional adaptatio'n of · ·t:urfgrass species 
is de~ermined al~st entirely by clittJate, more particularly by one 
climatic factor .; .. · temperature. Thus, generally speaking, bermuda 
.. arid other r'warm" season 'grasses . are adapted· in the southern part of 
. O.tir contfnent:; whi~e ~ bent ' and other "cool"' season . grasses '. are adap• 
'. t~d ·in . the nor~he~n areas. Iii: addtt'iori tc) th~ ·1arfie scale. influence, 
\ocal ·climate .directly affects the growth rate.of turfgrasses; and 
··when '.srasses are growing rapidly; .they _require greater quartti~ies 
:of wa~er. In areas of intense sunlight ~ith attendant high temper• 
atures along with ' i'ow rainfal!"·and humidity (arid and semi .. arid 
. . regions), water use rates are much higher than 'in"cool', 'nuwid 1areas • 
. .. ' ·, . . ... '} 
~ as the meciium for turfgrass· growth m\ist prO'vide support 
'for the plant, sene ·aa a storeho'use for nutdents, ··supply·oxygen 
·tiitd a~t as a 'reservo:l\··'.for moisture. The teX:\:ure (size of soft 
particle), · struct\lre .(arrangement 'of soil particles), and porosity 
of ··a soii. are 'the basic physical factors Jhich controt"the ' movement 
of wa'ter "into the soil (infiltt~tion) ' . throu~h the soil (percolation) 
· : . . tlnd ou't of ' the Soil (Cii:'ainige). "These factdrs (texture, sttufture 
and porosity) along with organic matter content determine the .water 
holding capacity and control the air .. watet:' ·r ·eladonships of the 
soil. Sands hol4 less water than loams, ~nd loams hold less water 
·. than · ctays~ Under'·mcist conditions;:·loams··disptay desirable air· 
. "·water . relationships • . Sands p~rmit more rea:iy infiltration ~f ~water 
· than do .'clays. Likewise, soils :that exhibit good aggregation (a 
·'· .measure of structure) permit 'mare ready infilt:ration of water ·~ _than 
- ··~ous ·: th~t ·; at~play ·poor structural ·properties: · ·. 
: ·, ~ .. ~. •. ; • • . • • ... • '. t ' 
C01I1paction of soil refers to a condition in which aggregation 
is reduced or absent; hence, ~he soU is dense. The degre~ o,f com-
paction ·at or near the surface· is of especial importance, insofar 
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as infiltration of water is concerned • . It has been shown experimen~• 
ally that a very thin layer of compacted soil will materially reduce 
the rate of ·infiltration. It has also been established that most of 
the compa.ction on turfgrass areas occurs within the upper one-half 
to one inch layer of soil. This has important bearing ·on the rate of 
water applicat:f. on. 
Modification of soil to improve physical and chemical proper-
ties with resultant efficiencies in water use is paramount to success 
in new construction, rebuilding and renovation programs. 
Soil water may be classified as available, .unavailable and excess. 
From the standpoint of utilization by plants, soil water above the 
wilting point is held too tightly to be extracted by plants and is 
classified as unavailable. Water above field capacity is subject to 
removal by the pull of gravity and is said to be excess. Excess 
water is that which replaces air in the large pores. When all air 
is replaced •• when the large and small pores are filled with water 
the soil becomes saturated. Soils maintained at or near the satura-
tion point are most detrimental to turfgrass growth. 
One may become familiar with the various levels of soil moisture 
by making periodic observations of a wide range of conditions -- study 
soil cores taken immediately following a soaking rain, or thorough 
irrigation, and periodically until the soil appears dry and the 
grass begins to wilt. After practice, one soon becomes able to 
examine the soil and determine from a practical standpoint the amount 
of soil moisture present. 
Drainage, or the removal of excess water from a soil, is of two 
types -- surface and internal. Surface drainage is accomplished 
through grading and contouring of surface areas. Internal drainage 
is a function of physical soil properties and may be of far greater 
importance than some of the other factors mentioned -- for example, 
water holding capacity of soil in golf greens. On most turfgrass 
areas one is usually able to apply water if soil moisture becomes 
limiting, but in too many cases during periods of heavy rainfall, 
rapid percolation, with subsequent removal of the excess water, does 
not take place. This is particularly true of many green and tee 
areas. Unless soils are adequately drained, many problems associated 
with saturated soils will arise. 
For new and existing turfgrass areas, a determination of soil 
physical properties coupled with a knowledge of how each indepen-
dently and collectively affect water use is basic to the proper use 
of water. 
Water Practices 
Once the physiological requirements of the grass and the influ· 
ence of climate and soil properties are understood, the proper use 
of water, from a practical standpoint, may be resolved by answering 
three questions: How often to apply water? How much to apply? How 
to apply it? There are no simple answers to these questions, rather 
the .answers are a matter of judgment -- judgment based on knowledge 
and understanding of the particular set of conditions existing on 
each turfgrass area. The limitations imposed by frequency and amount 
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of play or use, . the capacity of a given irrigation system, the 
availability. .of personnel and the prevailirtg weather conditions all 
have important bearing .o-n specific . wa ter.ing prac·tices, 
.. 
!!g!, often? Supplemental irrigation is a.l!'ays necessary if turf-
grass areas are expected to remain green throughout the growing season, 
The f~equency of itrigation ·is governed by ·tne water h9lding capacity 
of the soil and the .iate at which the ··available water is depleted, 
Assum~ng equal depth of rooting, sandy: type soils will have to be 
watered more frequently than will loams or clays. Climatic condf.tlOns 
. such as high wind movement, intense sunlight:, low humidity, and tem-
peratures conducive to rapid turf·grass· growth~ all . of which · contri• 
bute .to i:dgh water µse rate&, dictate· more frequent watering than the 
reverse· set of conditions. .: . 
. · irrequent watering of .. poorly drai-ned soils tends to keep the 
upper layers of the root zo11e near the saturation point mo·st of the 
time! This encourages shallow rooting and promotes weak turf which 
is susceptible to weed· invasion, ·disease and insect attacks as well 
as damage from traffic -- soil compacts more severly when wet. Fre-
quent, shallow watering of well drained· soils may not in itself be 
too serious, but such practices are no.t economical ... they may cause 
excessiv~ leach,ing of nutrients, require more manpower, use more 
water than necessary and produce more wear and tear on equipment and 
facilities .' 
How much? The amount of water to apply at any one time will 
depend upon how much water is present in the soil when irrigation is 
started, the water holding capacity and the drainage characteristics 
of the soil • . The amount to apply also will, to a certain e:it-tent, 
depend on local weather conditions -- it would not be wise . to satisfy 
the water holding capacity of a soil just prior to show.ers or a rain-
storm, if such could be .avoided. · 
Ideally. one would apply enough water to replenish that portion 
of the available water in the root zone which had been used by plants 
since .the las.t irrigation. In actual practice it is seldom possible 
to .control water programs accurately enough to accomplish this -- local 
differences in soil, terrain, g.rade, etc. would preclude such a degree 
of accuracy even if sufficient control of irrigation facilities and 
enough competent personnel were available, Nevertheless, through care-
_ful study of the soil characteristics, one can adjust the watering 
program to conform closely to .the ideal amount of. water needed. 
Enough water should be applied to insure that the eritire root 
89ne will be wetted. Too. on natural soils (as opposed to those 
modified for intensive use), sufficient water should be.applied to 
bring about contact with sub-soil moisture. Continuous contact be-
tween the upper and lower levels of moisture will avo.id a dry layer 
thro~gh which roots cannot penetrate. Application-of too much water 
at one time 1s serious only if the soil is poorly drained and the 
excess -cannot be removed within a reasonable period of time • 
. !!2.! !£? Water should never be applied at a rate faster than it 
can be abso~~~d by the soil, Sprinklers that do not adequately dis-
, per~e wa~er.._ as well aa sprinklers that deliver a large volume of 
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water within a concentrated area, tend to cause surface runoff. 
When water is applied at a rate faster than it can be absorbed by a 
given soil, the water is being wasted. Sound water management then, 
would call for sprinklers that apply moisture slowly enough to permit 
ready absorption, Wehn surface conditions such as compaction exists, 
it sould be corrected by aeration (cultivation) or spiking. Such will 
materially improve the infiltration rate of water. 
Once surface runoff is evident, the sprinklers should be turned 
off. If the soil has not .been wet to the desired depth •• this may 
. be determined by probing and examining the depth of penetration •• 
. then the spdnklers may . be turned on again at the end of thirty min• 
utes . to, an hour, depending on the pel."1Ileability of. the soil. 
Adeguate equipment J!!l9_ facilities, obviously• are basic to the 
successful performance of watering pr·actices. When either or both 
are la~k.irig, their replacement with well engineered layouts and modern 
sprinklers should be ·planned on · a long range basis. Serious consi-
deration should be given . to installation of semi-automatic and possibly 
co!llpletely automatic systems when replacement is necessary or in new 
construction. · 
; '.I 
Other Implications 
Water management practices have implications beyond the in'mediate 
production <of high .quality turfgrass. Water is unquestionably our 
most impottant ·natural resource. It . is ·not, as we may sometimes think, 
inexhaustible • The search for new · sources: of potable water, the 
study of methods to conserve present supplies and to reclaim polluted 
.·. waters is being carried on continually, The importance of these as well 
· .as .other proj'ects 'concerned wii:h the study of water resources is evi-
. . dent when .'one ;realizes the projected population increases for the 
next 15 years' add up to an additional 50 million persons (by 1975). 
Some say that as a result of this and attendant .demands tbat it is 
possible over-all water · use may increase as much as. 70 percent by 1975. 
The impact of such an increase in water needs could · have; for many 
regions, some rather seri<?.us implications, 
In addition to th.e long range implication~i~ t:he expenses involved 
in irrigating ate another important phase·of water'management not 
directly related to the production of l\igh quality turfgra~s. Water 
for turf grass is costly, whether' the source is from municipal systems, 
or \olhether the course installs its own pumping plant and util:f.zes 
water from deep welis, ~atural or man-made lakes or streams, Costs 
are involved in the installation of water.ing systems and for the 
equipment needed to apply water to turf areas. Expense·s do not stop 
once the initial investment in the irrigation system has been written 
o~f. .Each time . the , pumps are started it costs a few cents for the 
power to run'them, and, of course, there are sub,s~antial labor costs 
involved in the application of the water. · · · 
. The saving of only a few gallona of water daily, whether by the 
judicious · use of water, or be efficient operating procedures, could 
mean a sizeable saving in funds on an annual basis.· 
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Owen· ·Gr:tffi·th, Ha·rtford CourMlt · . ~. '· · 
- ~ ~ • ·' ·.. t • ~ .: : : : : • • ' .. ' · ~ ·.• 
I appre~iate ·the honor· of being 'asked to .1apeak to· ·the annual 
Fine Turf Conference, and 1 hope that I can be of some assistance 
to the men ~ho .hatidle'-' the , very important 1work ··df ' keeping the golf 
" .courses in S\'ach fine. condition~· i ·. ·: ,. ~· .· ': • .. : .. · ~ '~ .. 
• ' " ., • _.; • . ·' . • !, ~ • I : ' 
· . : '. 'There has been 'mendon~ ·made· ·ot .tlie faef '.the t'it1e of ' Galf Course-
Supefintendent is : too' long for headline ·p\rrpose-s ·in 'th'e newspaper. In 
my capacity as golf editor of The Hartford Courant in Hartford, Connec• 
ticut, wliich ~ inc·tdentally:h th'ti .Oldest. new&P.4p.er . . tn·~ A.nerica, it was 
establi~h~d in 1764; -:· ·I have·o1eated that- ·mirdle by 'referring to 
' the ' s'uperintendfints as ~ourse experts •• and· 1 use· that title as 
• " · 
1 
often as pos~ilfle~ : :t think · th~ name fits ·appropriately~ 
. . • . • • . . ; : . . .. ~ ' .. · ~ . . \ : ' >. ~ .: . ~ ' ' • ' . • • _; 
,: '· 1 :m·ve been fo'rturia·t~ in -'get Ung to know' the many capable mem· 
hers to the Connecticut Association of Golf Course Superintendents 
more or less intimately in the past few years. And this is where 
I have learned to know the important part they p.lay in .tl)e. tremen• 
dous expansion of the game of golf. 
._~ . 
' .: . .. . .' ~. ~ : . .' . . . ··' ; : . , . " •· 
,. 
1. . . \ . 
· · · · :'_"Whe~e· the ·news~ap~r :men are gradually· getting· to know · more 
'aboUt the men W'ho tend the golf. courses, 'it is also as: itnportant 
•, . that· the superint~~denl:s get.' to '· know theit ·awn club members• It is 
w:i.th .. this in mind ~hat ·1 titled th:i.s talk: ·· ·11Gettin8' to know your 
members~·. .. · - · · 
' . .. .-
Pub Uc . relations. ·pro grain~ have 'become · mote· find' more: important 
ln every limf of business, as 'the years go by, · During WorUi War 
.· . 'i\.io ev~ry ·br4nch of the ·service had men · known as · Public Relations 
'Officers, and · the 'part they played· was a ·b,ig one; · in keeping people 
· ... '· informed of the doings of every · kind. '. • · ., 
" . . 7 . ~ ·! . • . ! ~ . , . • .. 
~· : .. . 
. . So it ts with you superintendents. Public relations efforts 
. are to pas$ along informatioif. · Keeping 1 the gblf club membership 
. informed of your work is necessary. . As one·: dub presfdent:· in Con• 
· a.e'cticot said recently, ' aft'er I .. had writ:t·en a' small piete about the 
· ~eat1.l'er conditions"' of the ·past , year arid how it had ta de · the super-
. ;·_ ' intendents ·work ml1ch roti'gher ' ·· uThat· artfcle was wonder·ful': It let 
·. . . ·'. the members know of:; the"- troubles our superintendent . faced"·~ . 
! • ·· ,. . • 
.,, . ... 
'· · ' . ' ,. And another· of out superintendents' added, ' ''Getting to know the 
'. · .... · ·member is essenttal". . One ·must gain ._their confidence but in doing 
..... 'this·:·one milst -resp·ect tlieir positio11 .. ~ , and · above alt, know:one's 
· ·place 11 • · • • ,. · "' 
t,. . 
. .• . . ; . 
There are several ways through which the Superintendents can get 
to know· th~ :members •• by ·posu·ng not·:t.c'e·s of :·t·he· work being carried 
. out;' arid . by~ con~ersation',·' ' : . . . . ' ( i '.• . • •.. . ' j. ; ....... 
. "' . . .~ . : ;; . : . \ ~ .. ;. . ' " ... ~ ~ ..... .: 
In both these outlets 1 if we could call them outlets for the 
want of a better word, -- the course experts should reveal the work 
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that is being .done; at .' the 'tinie, tell of the 'future proj~dt~ J outlirle 
the physi~al changes and the ·.development of better turf through im· 
proved methods. 
Then there is the question of climatic conditions and what it 
does to· the course .... :.and this should be str·essed since, as you all 
know, this is 'Where a. lot· of the gripes start. · .. Bad weather makes a 
course tougher. to. ·play ·one, and when Mr~ Member's score is not too 
good he gripe·s about the . course. 
The budget for . course tlp}lpep :goes up when you superintendents 
meet with adverse weather conditions ·such '. as storms, extreme droughts, 
high humidity, floods and other problem$ of thi·s nature. So, when 
you reveal that situations, over which you have no control, have 
arisen it can be seen -obviously the maintenance costs go up. 
As I had mentioned earlier, putting notices in the pro -shop, 
locker room and clubhouse notice boards will help to convey your 
message to the membership and perhaps answer some of the questions 
of the members. 
Many· of the clubs publish monthly house organs. This is an 
excellent medium for the Superintendent to: get across to the mem• 
bers his thoughts on the course, and ho~ it is being improved, what 
work is be! ng done, and what is ·planned for the -future. 
·· The personal contact with members is invaluable. : Many of the 
clubs allow the, Superintendents-to have lunch daily in the' clubhouse 
•• and this is a wonderful opportunity for - ·the members and course 
experts to discuss any problelils which may arise. Of course·, in some 
cases the clubhouse grill is restricted to members. 
Talking with members while they play their rounds of golf, but 
not keeping them in ·conversation too long, ls another way of "getting 
to know your members". The weekend is an excellent ·time to meet the 
members,, while the biggest part of the menibership is playing. But 
sometimes this is practically ·impossible since most course·s are 
crowded on Saturd¥J and Sundays. 
There is no question that the Superintendent or· Expert; should 
play golf, '!'his is probably the best way to reach the member, and 
· at the same time increase your friendship with"them. · In playing a 
round-with members you have an excellent chance to explain the many 
problems which you encounter in the maintenance work -- and how the 
course could be made a better place to play on. And at the same time 
the ope rational costs could be discuss·ed with ·those who are vitally 
interested in this phase of the course work. You will gain ·many new 
friends, and .I am sure, your companions will be all the more'impressed 
with the idea that the Superintencient·is ·not only a highly efficient 
man, but a . real · good .~ fellow to play golf with, · 
On the other side when the Superintendent plays a round of golf 
with members he gets to know the other fellow's ' point of view. Per-
haps.one member wants . to know why a certain trap could not ·have been 
.. placed at a different spot when it was instal'led« And·, too, the Super• 
intendent ·could get a . tip ' from one of the playing ·tliembers which could 
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help his maintenance operat~ons •. !t- m~~~r- mi$h~ .. b~ !il~texpert, in 
,. _: .. ~ome . U~~- of . business, that is' al~$n~~-- tf gog .F~~i;se, upk~ep, ·and his 
· ·· · .· sugg~stiol\i~ for a certain type; of wcrk could be of l?eµefit . to ··you t 
the Superin~endent. 
, .•· ,, ; t , .i 
. • . ' ' - l' - ·- ~ : ~ 
· . : 'fhen ·;.there· itt' the c'S~dy, 'W~O ~a\l be. a '_de~ini.~e. as.set to the Super• 
iptend~n t'. and. ·the ooys 'who· carry '."tlie_ b,aS,s cou.,l~ ,be. th~ 'beat fi-iend 
' · . c)~ ~he .Superintendeut. · The>caddY, can-~ke. s;ugge~Uona .to · the player, 
, wh~re .the. $uperintend:ent cannot~ '.! Th~se s:~igg~stions . 1:"8Y: and :.shoµld 
deal with the importance of treatin~ the turf tenderly, rather than 
tantalizing it to the extent some do. Th.~ .. cad.d.y ~9~1~ · appreciate 
~~e fact.: he. is .. looked :on·· as a :person· to' .he1p ~n. keep~ng. the course 
I ' ,.. 
•. ~~·· tbe bes~ of conditton;• whUe~ act~ng ~:E! _a._ sort of .latQon between 
the member .and Supedntendent. · · . .. . , ,· · \ · -. . · · 
' ' t I ' "\• ' ~ 1 ~ 
: . ": ~r.~- -i~ a~~b~: .. fo~ ·~f co~~act' -~itb the memb~~s whic~ :~8 
prove-ii 'beneficial to both sides. Thi_s is. gi-ving .. adv~ce .on the 
care. apd upkeep O'f .the ·memb'e-rs' lawn ... ' '. ... · . . ;· · . · · ·. · ' 
.. :··. 
, .. , •, , ,· • . ~ , 1 ·.! · ' ; : • , . ,·""•:"1.r . -. ! : . .l ' 
· . . . '. .You coµld s-et· up a :fertilidhg program and help .. them get their 
·' lawn started properly in the spring -- and take a look at it during 
the summer, when and if they have a $t~w~n& .. pr<if?l~. : Giving proper 
g\lidance1 ~n th.$ .selection ·of' see'd. ,rid cbemj,cal's· to be ~sed w0uld' be 
h~i.pfu~ . a~d appreciated I am sure•:. ' . ' . : · · . 
. : ,.· ~ . . . . ,, ~ . . 
· · i. hop~ :t.hat,· ·~he~e ·~uggesd~n~ :.cin ' ~etti~s to k~o~/your ·~embe~s 
will be of some help. In my limited experien,ce I.know. that the 
membertt ~p.preciate help fiom ·the supednt"e,\den't: _..; .. ' an.d .t1'ey want to 
ge't ~o ·know .the nU&n who.=l:ooks ·after their favor.ite coµrse -·-i but·· 
'ariniet·i~es the barrier that· seems th exist. betwee~- :th'~ . is. never .. ' 
bro.~en · 4o~. · Once. ·the· Superirtt~rid_ent" shows that pe is ever ' so · anxious 
·to improve the ~l\lb members' oWh g1·aas plot it will help in the 
efforts to buUd up a friendliness that did not: . ex~st b~~ore~· 
......... ... ..... " ' ' '} ·. -,,:· ... · .... ·. ·· . ; .;, , · :·~- .·, .. - . -: . "'.-. 
. I .kno.w. t}lat i .n . the pa.st few ·y~ars golfers have l ,ea.fned, :in 
· '_ . _8t~~-te~ _nui'Jt~e.rs, the ·-.value of. the ' cour~.e :Su_pe:rintendent. They, i:e8·· 
P.~ct his. ,kl}0'7ledge: 'of - ~Hiring for the golf COUJ:'se •. ,, 'The many turf· · 
confei.e~c~.~ ~nd conventions h~ve' done a ·grea·t\; serviP~ to •gotf·"·• they 
have presented the facts to the Sup~ririte11dents who have in turn put 
the suggestions into practice, and ~s a res~lt.~be ~ta~dard -0f golf 
.co~rses has risen all over the. country •. Goif . course. members see· the 
i~J,>r.oveinents on their: course; an( realize t~~t their· C>Wn ·, sUperinten• 
d~n~ . is ~he man. who · is best fitted·~ to keep ~ti~ _co\,li:se .. io- first -'Olass 
con4ition • . . The .golfers I resp&ct foi' the ~()\tree ·~ett then goes ut 
~~&ey· poi~t-'~ , : · "·."· . . .. ,,.. . '_' , : '· '. '. ·;. · ·. · .·: ' · :•"-·· · 
~ f. - : ; _ ' •, • • '·. -
, . ~ . • , . , : "' ' •; • ' • ,.:r, . . i 
. Cours,e. S~per·int-endents can help c~ent ~his. bond of f.rien"d'Ship; 
bet~~en meml;>ers and themselves by ~orit:acting sports: .wr,iter.s on;~ne'Ws·· 
papers and telling :them of- ind dents' whicn iuay . have. occure'd on the: . : 
c~uJ:~e. ·. Or p.erbaps.- there ·was: ·sometl4t1g. they d~d .to. improv.e the · ; 
course. Or maybe let the writers know.of an improvement program 
which is planned. All these things _are .of inter.est to .golfers·~ 
: .·. . ; .. .... ~ . . • _-·· - ~,~ ... · · ~· ~ - - . ~ .: . · ~· ,;' .. .. ·. ·l ~·. ·: 'i'·~' :. .. ~: \, 
' .. ", Golf~~s U.ke.-to, r.ead about tl'ietr. clubs, ~r even the:•club nead'y 
wb'..~r.e they o~~~l?ionaUy .play,: ·This :1~. :ano't.~~r. w.ay .ip .which the ;., ·~ ·-· '•_ 
. su·peririte~dent.8. c;~n .get 'to' know thfair , bf.•J.>:ei::s bett.er ·-.and 8~r"the-:;~ 
· · s.ame t~me .keep t.P,e pub-Uc~ informed ·or the club doings -· aside from 
• ' ~ • • ' ~ I o. , 
. " 
the weekly scores which. the newspaper prints. Maintenauce equipment 
is a good topic for a story, if something new has been added. 
Of course it is best to contact your greens chairman before any 
publicity is given out, but if it is a story which is of benefit to 
the club, publicity-wise, it is more than likely he will be in accord, 
and will give his approval. 
In Connecticut there is a fine tournament held every year --
known as the Superintendent-Club fresident-Greens Chairman-Profes-
sional event, and which has proven to be a wonderful way for the 
Superintendent to get to know others of the club who are vitally 
interested in the improvement of the course, 
Golf Course Superintendents 
thus can rightly be termed VIPs. 
sell themselves to the members. 
ship. 
are Very Important People -· and 
But the Superintendents have to 
They must get to know the member· 
I hope I have been of some help to you gentlemen in offering 
my thoughts on getting better acquainted with your members. It has 
bee11 a tremendous pleasure speaking to you today and I do trust that 
this part of the Fine Turf Program has proven interesting, 
I thank you for your attention and wish you all the best for 
1960 •M good weather, good courses, and good luck in your efforts, 
which are a big part of the grand old game of golf. 
·---------M·-------------------------
NEW TRENDS IN CLUBHOUSE LANDSCAPING 
Subtitle - Use more flowers! 
A. W. Boicourt 
1. Attractive Clubhouse 
1, Increases membership 
2. Members stay long 
a. Spend more = greater income 
II; Unfortunately 
It costs money 
1. Increases maintenance 
2. Increases labor cost 
3. Trained personnel mJlY be difficult to find (send more 
young people to the University of Massachusetts) 
111. It can be done! 
1. Use flowers, trees, shrubs and evergreens that require 
minimum of maintenance 
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2. Keep plantings simple.but effective 
3. Keep small b:eds out ot tlie lawn. ar~a , 
4. Plant slopes or uneven ground that-. are . 4ff ficul t to mow 
IV • . How? 
A. Follow Basic Principle·s : 
1. .Demonstrate bow a. short line can be made to· appear 
longer and visa ve·rsa · 
2. lllu·strate la~dscaping methods for two tall houses. 
B. Demonstrate on Model 
l. · Show ample .parking area 
2 • . · Simple foundation planting 
3 • . Where flowers can be used 
a. Kinds: Chrysanthemums 
Daylilies 
candy tuft 
Petunias 
c. Summary 
·oeraniums 
Bulbs Zinnias 
Roses - f loribuuda type 
.Demonstrate ~itb · flannelgraph. Show completed planting. 
1. Use more flowers 
2. Keep Plantings Simple 
------------------·------~-----------
CONSERVING SOIL FOR A GOOD LAWN 
William G. Colby 
High velocity ice age winds that accompanied retreating ice 
fields northwards, blanketed much of the Northeas~ with a relative• 
ly thin mantle of fine textured, tan colored, soil material. While 
the thickness of this layer varies from nothing to as much as 3 
feet, the ~sual depth is from a few inches to a foot. 
l_) This wind deposited material ·is. easily 'recognized. It is 
uniformly fine textured with few stones or coarse sand. There is 
little or no evidence of stratification so characteristic Of water• 
lain material. It is typically light colored except where the or• 
ganic matter in cultivated soils obscures the true color. There 
will be a sharp line of 4euiarc,ation in all instances, except where 
the layer is very thin, bettfeen the wind deposited surface layer and 
the underlying materi~l irrespective of whether this material is 
glacial drift, boulder cl~y, outwash sand or gravel or bedrock. 
The difference in texture between the top soil and coarse 
. underlying subsoil can be easily recognized by.simply rubbing a 
small quantity .of soil mated.al between the thumb and forefinger, 
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Although not very thick in most areas, this fine textured 
loess layer is very important to plant g1·owth. Its moisture holding 
capacity is good - in most cases much superior to that of the under-
lying materials. Its nutrient supplying power while not great before 
liming and fertilizing is also usually much superior to the coarser 
materials below. This is why the roots of most plants, even trees, 
will be found comparatively near the sm:face. Few, if a.ny, trees 
in New England have deeply penetrating tap roots, This is why this 
region suffers so much damage from heavy windstorms and hurricanes. 
Because this top soil layer is so important to plant growth, 
it is important in any construction operation to save as much of 
this material as is possible, If in the grading or excavation 
operations, it is mixed with the coarse sub-surface sand and 
gravels, most; if not all, of its value will be lost. If it is 
buried ·under more than a few inches of fill, its usefulness will 
a.lso be .. lost, 
Many people have the conception that good top soil or loam 
must be .dark colored. This is not true. The important thing is to 
be fine textured so as to have good moisture holding capacity. In 
cultiyated soils, th~ surface 8 to 10 inches or plow layer, will be 
dark colored due to organic matter from decaying plant roots. In 
many instances, the fine textured material may e~~te1i.d for several 
more inches but is light in c©lor. This fine textured, light 
colored 'f;ubsoil" as it is often called, is just as valuable after 
liming and fertilizing as the dark colored "top soil •1 , All of the 
fine textured material should be saved, Therefore, the first step 
in fil!!_ construction operation whether it is for home construction, 
industrial building or development, or highway construction, should 
be to scrape off al!. of the f:f.ne textured top soil (regardless of 
color), push it to the side where it can be stockpiled for final 
grading and lawn construction operations. It is becoming increasingly 
important to do this because it is becoming increa.singiy difficult 
to purchase good top soil at any prl ce, Many towns in Massachusetts 
are adopting by-laws wh:.tch prohibit the indescrim:i.:1ate removal of 
top soil from land and selling it. This is right and proper for 
once the top soil is removed, the usefulness of most of this land 
for plant culture is destroyed forever. 
The quantity of suitable top soi l in most areas is limited 
but if all cf the avail&ble suitable mate:ial is conserved, there 
will be enough to take c.at'e of most, if not all, of the requfrements 
for satisfactory 1.awn construction nrieds. Meny lawn pro!:>lems can 
be solved before they arise if the top soil on the site is conserved 
for the final grading operation.' 
------------------------------------
FERTILIZING AND LIMING 
Joseph E. Steckel, Agronomy Dept., U. of Mass, 
Turf grows on soil. Construction practices for turf should 
consider the soil. Lil":estone and certain f ectilher applications 
may be made most ·a?propriately prior to the seeding. 
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Limestone deer.eases soil .acidity. The amount of ·umestone 
" application cari .and $hould be determined by a lime ·i:equirement 
· test on . the soil. A sil.!lpl.e ·pH test of the soil ·may be inadequate 
for estimating the application rate. , Complete mixing of the lime~ 
stone with the soii will .give .the best result. 
Phosphate fertUh.er should be ·added in large amounts and com-
plet9ly mixed with the soil (top 4 to 6 inches") · p1:ior to seeding. 
Resee~tch results on foi;age grasses show excellent establishment 
and production for periods in excess of 5 years from applications 
of 25 po.unds of 203 superphosphate on each 1, 000 square feet. 
Additional results show that phot:Jphate does not leach from the soil. 
· Nitrogen fertilization at construction time is more ·complicated, 
.Ammonium nitrogen ·does not leach easUy from the soil although it 
changea some~hat quickly to nitrate nitrogen. · Nitrate nitrogen 
leaches easily and quickly. This information strongly suggest the 
application of ammonium, urea, natural organic, sludge or urea• 
formaldehyde forms of nitrogen ju~t prior to seeding. Ammonium or 
urea forms may be used at 1 to . 2 pounds of .nitrogen each 1,000 
square feet. The other forms may be used in larger amounts. The 
nigrogen material should be completely mixed into the soil. 
Potash fertilization may be estimated best by the soil test 
results, 
In summary, . preseeding preparation on loamy sands or sandy 
loams: 
l~ Lime by lime requirement test, 
2. Apply ample phosphate for growth of seeding plant, 
3. Ammonium nitrogen leaches less easily. 
------------------------------------
GRASSES AND GRASS MIXTURES FOR NEW ENGLAND LAWNS 
Dr. Robert W. Sc hery, Di rec tor 
Lawn Institute 
The choice of a suitable grass or seed blend for New England "' 
lawns is not simple and clear cut. It will depend upon the specific 
lawn, embracing many possibilities in soil quality, slope, shade, and 
such like. Decision will also depend upon the amount and kind of 
care which can be expected. One would be foolish to reconnnend bent• 
grass unless regular fertilization, precise mowi~g, watering and 
disease control accompanj.ed its use. .On the other hand, a Kentucky 
bluegrass-lawn fescue combination might thrive with but moderate 
care (although again the .specific condi.tions will be determining). 
And finally, the use to which the turf will be put has a bearing. 
Play yards might contain. coarser grasses, that lawns conspicuous 
nea·r the house could not countenance (although in New EIJ.gland· quality 
epecies ·do so well, that there is 1i ttle call, even for play areas, 
for hay grasses). · · 
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Let 1 s first narrow our Ueld, on the ba~lis of br oad climatic 
considerations. For most of New England, with the possible excep-
tion of some seashore • loccl.Hons use.d ·solelv in the hot sumri1er months, 
. . . . ,. . 
southern grasses can be ruled out. In ~pfte· of the intense publicity 
accorded Meyer Zoysia., · and· some of the hardy . bermudagrasses, these 
species have little itierit for New England, ·· Even though they might 
survive., the length of. time needed to establish them, and the pro-
longed dormant sea.son (October-April) makes them a poor bet. 
Secondly, for a real lawn, we might dismi.ss the field or hay 
grasses. Most of them are far too coarse to be attractive. Most 
are also bunch grasses, not spreadi.ng by · r~izomes or stoloQs. :· tfo'st 
become clumpy in time, especially where not seeded thickly, crowded 
to force dwarfing (which imp ties fairly skilled management). Thus, 
timothy, orchardgrass, .and tall fescue can be ruled out (the latter 
may occasionally have a place on difficult rpadsides, or playground 
areas where appearances count little). 
For much the same reason 1 would restrict conventional "nurse• 
grasses •i, With proper soil preparation, and with modern techniques 
for seeding, fertilizing, mulching and watering, the need for nurse-
grasses has largely disappeared - if, indeed, it eve>; ~~~ ~-t~~.· . Nurse-
.· grasses are- quick sprouters,. and as such quickly .gi~a,..t.lui .-impre;s.S, t_on _. 
of an excellent stand, In this sense there 18 some sales appeal for 
an inexperienced home owner. But more and more suburbanites are be-
coming gardening literates, and .can be told ('1nderstandingly) that 
quick greeness may be inimical to long term qualil~ . · . 
Such is exactly the case; tests have repeatedly shown that the 
fast-growing nursegrass.es usurp space, moisture and· nutrients that 
· might better spur establishment of pe;:manent grasses. · · Ryegrass makes 
a quick cover the first season - but by the next year is dead, and its 
place occupied by weeds or a thin turf. Ryegrasses and redtop are the 
more frequently used nurse species. Occasionally thel'e may be justi• 
fication for their inclusion, such as on very steep slopes that need 
· cover hurriedly; but in general I would prefer they not be in a seed 
mixture in any consequential quantity ( at most 10%). 
' This leaves us with only a few stalwarts, renowned. as qµality 
turfgrasses for northern climates - notably the Kentucky bluegrasses, 
red fescue varieties, and for specialty putposes the bentgrasses and 
Poa trivialis. Occasionally there may be limited use for , 'other 
grasses as well, even kinds ordinarily considered a weed (such as 
poa annua). Canada bluegrass is sometimes planted on poor soils 
along roadsides, although too "open" for lawn purposes. 
Kentucky bluegrass. Kentucky bluegrass is the most famed of 
all lawngrasses, the standard of excellence in most peo·ple 1 s mind, 
Seed of the parent species, termed natural Kentucky bluegra~s by 
the trade, is harvested mostly from sods in Kentucky; .an.d fr.om 
Missouri northward into Canada. The grass has per-siS't'e·tl'"'in"'these ,, 
areas, often the same fields, for decades, subject to whatever haz• 
ards might occur, Natural selection would seemingly eliminate weak-
ling types, at the same time that it encouraged "ecotypes" (natural 
strains peculiarly adapted to the many local environmental variations). 
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'thuf;:_. tn ~hcfosiiig· · ~atural Kehtuql~y 1'1u~grass as ti.le · hard core of any 
seed : mistur~, a seed~man . avail ~ himself of 'a ptov~n ; turf-:lifpecies, 
. .. ' 1 
. that is ·also subtley varialile ' (ail~ hence' fieitble· for ' adaptation to 
differing, 1.iwn ,conditions). This; , it ·seems to me; ·1e a· ·strong argu• 
ment ·for· th'e 'use of natural Kentucky bluegrass in all seed mixtures. 
Na<tural bluegrass is also generaiiymore economical ·than · named vari· .. 
.... . . i' 
. •.,· 
.. ,. . ' :~ : 
eties. .· ·. · · · · ~.· 
Before discussing the newer bluegrass varieties on the market 
(an'd there ·are manj' more · just around the corner h . let's · consider how 
these · varieties are generally de"eloped. :· . T-raditionally; clumps of 
natura~ blu·egrass ~ ntited for unique ·appearance, · performance or loca• 
· tt,on, ·are 'Selected _and: plants iSola ted. These are: perpetuated free 
. of . 9th~r bl':iegrass plants which might mix or cross wit~ th~ selection. 
In bluegrasses 'tliis is· a reasonably simple process, since seed is 
· · largely · apdmicdc (that ts, most ls p1:oduced without sexual crossing, 
and hence should have idendcal · heredity with the mother plant). 
' ' ctimmercial growing of such selections (varieties) presents added 
problems and costs, usuall:y reflec.ted in the hip,her prices of their 
seed.' Firstly, · the':variety m~st be agronomict lly grown in areas 
where b1uegrass doe·s; ·not · vol~nteer; 'most production ·of named varieties 
comes from the Pacific ·NoTthwest; on soils 11virgin 11 to bluegrass. 
· .. Even ' then there is apt ti.'.> ' be a 'Slight percentage of sexuality, and 
. some off types. This may require hand roguing. · Add cultivation 
· expenses andi transportation to eastern 'markets, and it· ·becomes evi .. 
dent why most bluegrass varieties are premium seed. 
'.· The fact tnat a 'variety costs more, does not nece'Ssarily guaran• 
tee ~etter performance. · ' It should excel ·for t:he one or two charac-
teristics for which sele~ted, but iwhen ·planted away from home base 
its identical heredity may la~k the flexibility of a variable popula· 
'tiori. Sufficient · experience over the country has not been had with 
some of the newer bluegrass varieties~ . to yet judge how adap"table and 
· long ·lasting they will be in differerit regions. Even though a variety 
may appear spectacular 'its first few years, in time it may suffer from 
build- up of disease, mat, ot other troubles not suspected.initially. 
This has happened on Merion, an outstanding variety, but one on which 
l 'it was ·not originally realized rust would "be such a serious problem. 
Other diseases built up. too; the variety :proved weak in the southern 
p-ordon of the · bluegrass z·one; it tends to Dia t, requires heavy feed· 
ing;' and the se~ds proved exceptionally slow to gc;irminate. The in· 
·· · fluence that time has ts show by one football field in · noi'tbern 
·Indiana, seeded to Merion several years ago with considerable fanfare, 
now reportedly plowed and replanted · to natural Kentucky bluegrass. 
Nevertheless, Merion is an exceHerit variety; of dist~nctive 
app·earance and growth. Where adapted, its special peeds re~_ognized 
and met by skilled management, it certainly provides excellent turf 
(having increased resistan~e · to leaf spot where t:his 'may be a serious 
afflictio·n in spring). . : ,· · · 
. I . • • 
· · Park . blu'egrass is · a newer 'variety, in appearancetfand 'performance 
a·lni<>"st indis.tinguishable from natural Kentucky bluegrass~ · Man seems 
· to have provided 'for ' 'Pai:-k ·some c>°f the· advantage·$· that rl~itur'e provided 
for natural Kentucky bluegrass • the intermixirir: of "strains". The 
variety was created by planting together a batt '.Z.IJ of good-performing 
selections. in Minnesota. and ·th~n selecting for its vigor the outcome 
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from this intermixing. The outstanding feature of Park is that 
large, quick-germinating seeds yield vigorous seedlings. This is 
notable in contrast to the sloW1less of Merion, and germination is 
as rapid as with the best and heaviest seeds of natural Kentucky 
bluegrass. 
Newport is still another variety which will be abundant on the 
market soon. The Lawn Institute has had no prolonged experience 
with this variety, originally selected on the Coast or Oregon and 
distributed with the Carnegie hybrids for test. In observing Newport 
at test locations, it has had a bright attractive appearance and 
thick texture. Its performance seems to vary seasonally; it appears 
to green up more slowly in spring than the natural bluegrasses, but 
holds color more attractively in the autumn. 
Delta is a Canadian selection being widely marketed. 
notable for high yields, but in appearance and performance 
different from natural Kentucky blue3rass. Arboretum is a 
selection from Missouri. 
It is 
is little 
similar 
The future will doubtless provide a pletho:ca of n.?.w varieties. 
Probably each of these will have certain a·ttributes for wbich it is 
outstanding. Until the lawnsman becomes well acqua~ed with a 
variety, and expert enough to cater to its needs, mixtures with 
natural Kentucky bluegrass might best be used. In thct way candi-
date plants are provided to fit almost any lawn condition. 
Agronomists conditioned to identicalness in crops may find 
mixing varieties a bit distasteful. Variability is more a virtue 
than a drawback in a lawn, however. Mowing minimizes differences, 
and obviously there is no need to mature anything all at once for 
harvest. Individual plants fiest adapted to the particular lawn and 
its care will in time presumably dominate the turfgrass community. 
No one can know beforehand just which component will supply the 
adapted survivors. 
~ £.!.scues. Plantings over the country suggest that not a 
great deal of difference exists between red fescue varieties: one 
is usually substitutable for another. Most quality red fescue seed 
is grown in Oregon, including, in addition to the parent creeping 
red, Chewings, lllahee, Pennlawn, and Rainier. Pennlawn has received 
an excellent press, but in most of the demonstrations I have inspected 
differences were not great. All are excellent companions for blue• 
grass in seed mixtures . Indeed, the mixed plantings may be mutually 
beneficial to each species. The growth habits, appearance, and 
cultural needs are so similar, that the red fescues and Kentucky 
bluegrasses are like ham-and-eggs in quality seed blends for the 
northern two-thirds of the nation. 
In New England, any of the red fescue varieties should do well. 
They should persist on the poorer soils in shady and dry situations. 
Their narrow blades make a most attractive turf, while the upright 
growth (as with bluegrass) permits clippi ngs to drop through to the 
soil and decomposition, lessening thatch danger. 
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" Obviously, including ·red fescile in a1 ·seed ' t11i~t·~~e : extends the 
mixt1:1.~e' s .poi:cantiality. :.. 'lhe . fes·eu·es 'should .: h~lp · colo.nf~e less 
. £av.or.able ·sites, . and the fw.tr.:size see(f g:i.ves i:e8sonably quick 
" · il):i ·ti~f srowtb-, substituting for· a nhtsegrasi· ~·ery '[).i~ely,. Yet lawn 
fescues are not ag~resive want-it-all grasses that ·can•t· live compa• 
tibly with other species • 
. . 
. ~ . .•. : ~ . . . , . 
. : . --. BentgraQs.. No grass.·yields a 111cire attra'ct;iv~ 'c_ov;er'_ than bent-
.~ras·~, , . if qi~int11ined with ·the care acco_rded a g~ff. st,e;en_ • . -However, 
this .is. usually. .:beyond the capacity ,·of a ·nome QWner. .lnste11d, mat 
~nd ~ thatch. develop& and the bentgtass bee'om~s 'sea's·onally 'bll!!Dished 
fr,om Ais·~~se. (whet:~ fungicidal prophylaxis, ts n'Ot regular). ' . If not 
mow~d: fr~u~n.t.ly and carefully., the: 'turf · Miy b~l::ome stubby and brown 
at certain seasons. : , Tight bentgrass growth i1f 'riot compatible with 
other lawngrasses; disruptive patches develop, blemishing the lawn. 
Recaus_e . of speci,al · .J:equirem1mt'S, we prefer bents as specialty grasses, 
manage4j1pecificall·Y for their ·needs. · · ' , ' . 
• . • ,• • .; ~ ' I 
The~~ a~~ · a · great many well known golf green betitgrasses. It 
is pointless to enumerate them, since t hey ~re seldom used for lawns, 
or without professional care. · Two .of ·the. creeping bents are avail-
able as . seed, - .seaside and Penncross. The latter haii had good 
rep.arts, · as . a substitute for the vegetative strains (_C~tomarily used 
on gol_f greens. . . ·•. . - · 
The bentgrasses more frequently used for lawna are of the Colonial 
type (Argrostis tenuis). This species is basically an erect sort, 
but apparently creeping "blOod" has becollle so mixed with it that 
seldom is · seed free from some matting tendeucies. The Astorai variety 
is said least contaminate.d with creeping characteristics. Highland 
and Colonial are other varieties often included. in seed.mixtures • 
. All should do well in New England, if given the necessary intensity 
of care. · 
f2!. trivia Us. "Poa triv", often termed rough bl u.egrass, is 
really more like a bentgrass than a bluegrass (Poa). It is especially 
adapted to moist situations, and does well in shade. Consequently it 
is ofte~ used in shade seed mixtures for humid climates. There are 
no varieties. . Seed is imported from Nort_h Europe. 
Because it ls shallow rooted and soft (won't stand traffic), 
Poa trivialis is not as widely usable a turfgr ass as are the blue-
_ grasses .and fescues. In SU1lDDer it may suffer . from heat and drought 
·.·much as does bentgrass. And since it epreads by stolons, . it also 
· fotms co.lonies which can mat and repress growth of other turfgrasses • 
• 
~ good lawn mixture for New England might ·well be bas~d on 
'these gras.ses. It should certainly .contain both Kentucky bluegrass, 
and some of the Oregon fescues. For shade pl antings, the fescues 
mi&ht well constitute the larger percentage; for good soils and 
open areas the bluegrass might predominate. Varieties to be included 
· ·. ar:e · a ~tter of individual preference. For the average home oWner 
~'. ·: w~o ~iiitpi~ , wants a "nice lawn '' (and is· not concerned about individual 
- characteristics) a seed blend -largely of the pat~nt species, with 
an intermixture of one or two named varieties, might well constitute 
the most foolproof recommendation. 
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•. 
Along wi.th the recommendation, of grasses, one must recommend 
care (suited to the spedes chosen). For the bluegrass-red fescue 
blend, reasonably high mowing is suggested (which in turn suggests 
rotary rather than reel mowers). Also au.tumn seeding and fertiliza-
tion should be stressed. Watering and other special attention can 
be minimal, although weeding would cettainly help .improve appearances. 
If a bentgrass mixture were used, frequent meticulOus clipping 
with a reel mower would be suggested. Watering and regular f ertili• 
zation would be called for, and this in turn would intensify need 
for ho.t weather fungl.cidal tr'eatm•mt. From time: to. time the turf 
would have to be thinned or aerified, 
:._..,' 
For a resume of suitable grasses by regions, niay I refer· you to ' 
the March-April 1959 issue of Better Crops with Plant Food; · Some 
discussion along the same. lines is given in "The Best Turf for · 
Athletic Fields", (January issue of Scholastic Coach)~ A general 
summary, "Lawns - Their Making and Keeping", has been reprinted 
· from the' Handbook on Gardening of the Brooklyn J3otanic Garden, Other 
reprints and further infopnation is available upon inquiry to the 
Lawn Institute, Route 4, Marysville, Ohio. · · 
--------·--···---------~-·-·~-----~---
MAINTENANCE OF ESTABLISHED LAWNS 
John R. Havis, 
Waltham Field Stat,ion, University of Massachusetts. 
LIMING PROGRAM 
Once the desired pH range is established, it can be maintained 
on most soils with the application of 50 pounds of ground limestone 
every three years. 
FERTILIZER PROGRAM 
The standard program is 3 to 4 pounds of nitrogen per 1,000 sq, 
ft. split in three applications over ~he year: April 1 - middle of 
May • September 1. This is so much better than many lawns receive 
that it is still a good goal. 
Here are .some variations: 
a. If nitrogen is all or more than 75% Urea-form, 
use 4 to 6 pounds of nitrogen and apply either 
all at once or split for two applications per year. 
b. · If the lawn. has a sprinkler system or . then owner is 
diligent about irrigation through the season·;··a 
good program would be 1/2. to 3/4 pounds of nitro-
gen ' applied at monthly intervals from April through 
September, using inorganic or organic or a combi· 
nation~ ' ' 
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· ; · · :·:· ·c. ; .)ter:ipn Bluegta~s '. aiipatently aoefi better with a 
. . hiSher rate: (:;~ fettU:Lzer· ·:.;. about: 6 .pounds of 
. ~ "·. · · .. n~trogen'. to ·J,~00 '.· .sq. : ft~ per year• 
. ; • ·~ J ' .• • • • • . • ~ ' • . 
. ~· 
.... ' •. 
Chlordane is still the standard lawn insecticide. Five (S) pounds 
of 5% form~.lauc;,n : per . i, oo·o sq:;·''ft. applied evety three to five years 
. . is recommended for · grub controL "The granular formulat :t ::i11 makes ·appli• 
.. ' '.-' cation easy with:. a'' iipreaCler:··. · 'other· materials are dieldt::.n (greater 
· · toxicity to hUIDans) ·and H~Ptfl~hlor. S_pring is a good·: t-ime to apply 
insecticides. ·· · · ·' · .. · 
•• lo ' . 
~ .. . 
. . 
. ' '. : '. ; I ' . .. ) 
. ••• ~· .l . •• • 
.· . Obj~ct!:~e l 's to' r~~lace the· wa'ter :that_' is lost. Remember that 
the loss of . wa'ter is ' 'fitster in ·hof weather· than in cool weather. 
· ~wn·a· ~ut: . ·~t:: l~· ·to· · 2 t~che:s wlll' n;eed about l inch of water every 
four to f,ive· days' in' h_bt we~ther{ less, ·t)·ft'en in Ciool : w,zather • Measure 
rate. ()f '.at)pU.cation <if ·the :sprtnklet' with a· coffee can:_dt similar 
container. ; : · .· · ' 
MOWING 
The height sh.oul.d be .l~ to 2 inches for bluegrass and fescues, 
and 3/4 inch for· 'bent·. ' A lower cut reduce$ ·tne size of the root 
system, weakens the top, increases weeds, increases need for ferti• 
Uzer and water. There is · no reason for changing the height during 
the sea~on. Mow as often as needed - every three days may be necessary 
in rainy periods in t ·he · sumner·: . 'Letting· the· grass get . too high before • 
mowing encourages disease. 
COMPACTION 
\ . 
. . . . 
: Heavi'ly · travelled areas:·need -aera·ti·o·n, <particularly in · the spring. 
m! .... sP...,O..,.T...,S 
. " 
These spots .wilt in the SUD!Uler even after irrigation. Aerate 
· .t:h~roughly and 'apply limest':'~·e, then sdak ·thoroughly. · 
' . 
. PATCHING 
. . . . 
for 
the 
A common cause of crabgrass is bringing in loam for patching or 
general over-seeding. Consider using :. sod in patching or ' ;using 
s~il already in place wit9 the addition of peat. 
. .  ' . . : . " .• •. . 
WEED CONTROL 
.·~ .. 
. . .. Chemicals should be used not as a regular program but to help 
' solve 'a . SP,eci~~~ ·problem .• • Good vigorous. turf ·is the best weed control, 
• ' . • . • . . . . , : . . • j 
. ,; .. ·., .· · ~ • . for.Dandelion ·!.!ll\ Plantain .. 2,4,-D. Apply in the early 
. . Spring before flowering or around the first of September. 
· · · · The ··:g:i:ass: wili benefit froi1l 'an application of fertilizer 
near the time of the herbicide application. 
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b. Chickweed !DJ! 91ov!I. • Silvex. Use in the spting or the 
fall. Follow recommended t·ate carefully to avoid injury 
to grass. Bents appear to ~e more susceptible than other 
grasses. 
c, Crabgrass .. DSMAe Apply at any stage of growth. Two 
to four applications are recommended, Follow directions 
very carefully, 
-------------------------------------
